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Director’s Responsibility 
Statement

We confirm that to the best of our knowledge:

 › the consolidated financial statements, prepared in accordance with IFRS, give a true and fair view of the 
assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or loss of the Company and the undertakings included in 
the consolidation taken as a whole; 

 › this Annual Report includes a fair review of the development and performance of the business and the 
position of the Company and the undertakings included in the consolidation taken as a whole, together 
with a description of the principal risks and uncertainties that they face.

 
On behalf of the Board, which approved the making of the responsibility statement for the Company  
at a Board Meeting on 12.04.2017. 

Director’s Responsibility Statement

Director’s Responsibility Statement
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This report on compliance with the principles and recommendations of the Code of Corporate Governance was reviewed by the 
Board of Directors of PJSC Uralkali on 12 April 2017. The Board of Directors confirms that this report contains complete and reliable 
information regarding the Company’s compliance with the principles and recommendations of the Code of Corporate Governance.

Report on Compliance 
with the Principles and 
Recommendations of the Code 
of Corporate Governance

# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

1.1 The company should ensure the equal and fair treatment of all its shareholders in the course of their exercising their rights to participate in the 
management of the company.

1.1.1 The company should 
create the most favourable 
conditions possible for its 
shareholders, enabling them 
to participate in the general 
meetings and to develop 
informed positions on the 
issues forming its agenda, as 
well as providing them with 
the opportunity to coordinate 
their actions and express 
their opinions regarding the 
issues under discussion

1. The internal document of the 
company which regulates the 
procedure for convening, preparing 
and holding general shareholders 
meetings, and which was approved 
by the general shareholders meeting, 
should be available within the public 
domain.
2. During the period of preparation 
for the meeting, the company shall 
establish the necessary organisational 
and technical conditions to ensure that 
shareholders may pose questions to 
members of the company’s executive 
bodies and board of directors, as well 
as to publicly express their opinions 
on the meeting’s agenda items. To this 
end, a company with a large number 
of shareholders is recommended 
to support a special telephone line 
(hotline) for communication with 
shareholders, to establish a special 
email address, and to provide a forum 
for discussion of the meeting agenda 
on its website.

observed

Additional Information

V. Additional Information
Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations of the Code of Corporate Governance
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# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

1.1.2 Procedures for notification 
of the general meeting 
and provision of materials 
for it should enable the 
shareholders to properly 
prepare themselves for 
participation therein

1. A notice announcing a general 
shareholders meeting should be 
published on the website of the 
company at least 30 days before the 
date of the meeting.
2. In addition to the information which 
under the law must be contained in 
the notice of the general meeting, it is 
recommended to specify therein the 
exact location of the general meeting, 
including details of the room in which 
it will be conducted and information 
on documents required for admission 
to the premises on which the general 
meeting is to be held.
3. Information about who has 
proposed each item or nominated a 
particular candidate to a management 
body or other body of the company is 
of great importance for shareholders 
wishing to form an objective opinion 
on an agenda item.

partially
observed

The shareholders are not informed of who proposed 
agenda items for the AGM or nominated candidates 
for election to the bodies of the company. This has to 
do with the fact that the majority of items proposed 
to the shareholders in 2016 were (in compliance with 
the law and charter of the company) proposed by the 
board of directors with the board’s recommendation 
to approve the indicated issues. In this case, as 
we believe, it does not matter who proposed the 
relevant item, because the board of directors accepts 
shareholders’ proposals and provides shareholders 
with extracts from meeting minutes as part of the 
materials provided to shareholders in preparation for 
the general meeting. As far as candidates nominated 
for election are concerned, the company discloses 
detailed biographical data about the candidates, their 
current places of employment, and their positions, 
as well as their current status (independent, non-
executive or executive director). In our opinion, this 
data is sufficient for the shareholders to make a 
decision and elect certain candidates to the board of 
directors. 

1.1.3 During the preparation for 
and holding of the general 
meeting, the shareholders 
should be able to freely and 
in a timely manner receive 
information about the 
meeting and its materials, 
to pose questions to 
members of the company’s 
executive bodies and 
board of directors, and to 
communicate with each 
other.

1. During the relevant reporting period 
shareholders should be provided with 
an opportunity to pose questions to 
members of the company’s executive 
bodies and board members before and 
during the annual general meeting.
2. The materials set out the positions 
of the board of directors regarding the 
general meeting’s agenda, as well as 
dissenting opinions of board members 
on each item therein. Such materials 
are recommended for inclusion into 
the minutes of a meeting of the board 
of directors where such opinions have 
been expressed.
3. The company is recommended 
to provide those shareholders who 
are entitled to review the list of 
persons authorized to participate in 
the meeting with the opportunity 
to review it starting from the date 
when the company receives such 
information

partially
observed

The Charter of the company and the Law do not 
make it obligatory for board members to be present 
at the AGM; however board members can be invited 
to participate in the general meeting. Traditionally, 
attendance at general shareholders meetings, despite 
the fact that these meetings are held at the location 
of most shareholders of the company (Berezniki, 
Perm Territory), is very low and the presence of board 
members seems excessive and unnecessary as most 
members of the Management Board including the 
CEO (General Director), are present and willing to 
answer any questions that the shareholders might 
have. Shareholders also have the opportunity to pose 
their questions to board members (for example, via 
e-mail) and to members of the Management Board at 
any time during preparation for and the actual holding 
of the meeting.
The position of the board of directors on agenda items 
is stated in the decisions adopted by the board of 
directors themselves. Notices of material corporate 
actions (significant facts) disclosed by the company 
reflect the number of votes cast by board members 
present at the meeting in support of a particular 
decision. There were no dissenting opinions of board 
members which had to be recorded in the minutes 
and subsequently disclosed. We deem unnecessary 
to disclose information about what directors and why 
preferred abstaining or voting against, as the board 
of directors is a collective body whose decisions are 
adopted by a quorum determined by the Law and the 
Charter. 
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# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

1.1.4 There should be no 
unjustified difficulties 
preventing shareholders 
from exercising their right 
to demand that a general 
meeting be convened, 
nominate candidates to the 
company’s governing bodies, 
and to place proposals on its 
agenda.

1. The shareholders have the 
opportunity to propose items to be 
included in the agenda of its annual 
general meeting within a 60-day 
period following the end-date of the 
respective calendar year.
2. If there are typos and other 
insignificant flaws in shareholder 
proposals, it is not recommended that 
the company refuse to include these 
proposals on the agenda or refuse to 
allow the proposed candidate to claim 
his/her place on the list of nominees 
for election as long as the contents 
of the proposal as a whole are 
sufficient to determine the will of the 
shareholder and to confirm his right to 
submit the proposal.

observed

1.1.5 Each shareholder should 
be able to freely exercise 
his right to vote in a 
straightforward and most 
convenient way.

To rule out any abuse, the company 
should include in its internal 
documents a provision whereby a 
person filling out a voting ballot may, 
until the end of the general meeting, 
request that a copy of the ballot 
filled out thereby be certified by the 
company’s counting commission 
(or representatives of the registrar 
who carry out the functions of such 
counting commission).

not
observed

No such provisions are made in the internal 
documents of the company; however, in reality no 
shareholder has ever been refused a copy of a ballot 
filled in by this shareholder and certified by the 
company’s counting commission if ever such request 
was made by a shareholder. 

1.1.6 Procedures for holding a 
general meeting set by the 
company should provide 
equal opportunity to all 
persons present at the 
general meeting to express 
their opinions and ask 
questions that might be of 
interest to them.

1. The general meeting should be 
conducted in such a way as to enable 
the shareholders to make informed 
and reasoned decisions on all matters 
on the agenda. In order to do so, 
a sufficient time for reports on the 
agenda should be provided and there 
should be sufficient time to discuss 
these issues.
2. The company should invite 
candidates nominated to its board 
of directors and internal audit 
commission to attend the respective 
general meeting (and such candidates 
are recommended to attend the same) 
so that shareholders will be able to 
ask them questions and make their 
judgments about such candidates.
3. The board of directors considered 
the use of telecommunication 
systems to provide the shareholders 
with remote access to their 
general meetings (for example, by 
broadcasting its proceedings via the 
company’s website or by using video 
conferencing).

partially
observed

Refer to comment to p. 1.1.3

Additional Information

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
of the Code of Corporate Governance
CONTINUED
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# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

1.2 Shareholders should have equal and fair opportunities to participate in the profits of the company by means of receiving dividends.

1.2.1 The company should 
develop and put in place 
a transparent and clear 
mechanism for determining 
the amount of dividends and 
their payment.

1. The company has developed and 
disclosed its dividend policy approved 
by the board of directors.
2. If the dividend policy of the 
company utilizes indicators from the 
financial statements of the company 
to determine the size of the dividend, 
the relevant provisions of the dividend 
policy should include the consolidated 
indicators of financial statements.

observed The dividend policy of the company was approved by 
the board of directors and disclosed on the official 
website of the company. The dividend policy is not 
linked to a specific financial indicator of the company’s 
financial statements. 

1.2.2 The company should not 
make a decision on the 
payment of dividends if such 
decision, without formally 
violating limits set by law, 
is nevertheless unjustified 
from the economic point 
of view and might lead 
to the formation of false 
assumptions about the 
company’s activity.

The dividend policy of the company 
should contain clear indications of 
financial/economic circumstances 
which prohibit the company from 
paying dividends.

observed

1.2.3 The company should not 
allow deterioration of 
dividend rights of its existing 
shareholders.

The company has not taken any 
actions which would allow for the 
deterioration of dividend rights of 
existing shareholders in the reporting 
period.

observed

1.2.4 The company should strive to 
rule out any means through 
which its shareholders 
can obtain profit or gain 
at the company’s expense 
other than dividends and 
distributions of its liquidation 
value.

The company has established 
appropriate control mechanisms in 
its internal documents to prevent its 
controlling persons from deriving a 
profit (income) from the company 
in ways other than dividends or 
liquidation value. Internal documents 
of the company contain provisions 
establishing control mechanisms for 
timely identification and approval of 
transactions with affiliated parties and 
major shareholders (persons entitled 
to control votes attached to voting 
shares) in cases when the law does not 
formally recognize these transactions 
as interested-party transactions.

partially
observed

In 2015, for objective reasons, the company was unable 
to pay dividends due to several financial and accounting 
limitations imposed by the law, which could have led to 
the deterioration of the financial status of the company. 
The internal documents of the company (Regulations on 
the Audit Committee) provide for a specific procedure 
for the Committee’s work in cases of strategic 
transactions which, inter alia, may include transactions 
with the company’s substantial shareholders. Such 
transactions are concluded once a special committee 
comprised exclusively of independent directors has 
issued an appropriate recommendation. In 2016, the 
company initiated another program to repurchase 
shares and global depositary receipts which enabled 
the shareholders to sell their securities at market value, 
since no dividends would be paid in the foreseeable 
future.
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# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

1.3 The system and practices of corporate governance should ensure equal terms and conditions for all shareholders owning shares of the same class 
(category) in a company, including minority and foreign shareholders. Equal treatment should be unilateral and beyond dispute.

1.3.1 The company should create 
conditions which would 
force its governing bodies 
and controlling personnel 
to treat each shareholder 
fairly, especially in the area 
of negating the possibility 
of any abuse of minority 
shareholders by major 
shareholders.

During the reporting period the 
procedures adopted for management 
of potential conflict between major 
shareholders were effective, and the 
board of directors paid sufficient 
attention to conflicts, if any, between 
shareholders.

observed

1.3.2 The company should not 
perform any acts which 
would or could result in 
artificial reallocation of 
corporate control therein.

There were no quasi-treasury shares 
or they did not participate in voting 
during the course of the reporting 
period.

not
observed

In September 2016, the size of the quasi-treasury 
block of the company exceeded 50% of the share 
capital. In this regard, holding the general meeting 
of shareholders (securing a quorum that makes the 
meeting eligible), as well as taking decisions on a 
number of issues of the company’s activities (in 
particular, approval of the revised company’s charter, 
due to the need to obtain a qualified majority of 
votes of at least 75% of shareholders registered 
for participation in the general meeting) became 
impossible without the use of a quasi-treasury block. 
At the same time, considering that the quasi-treasury 
block of the Company is divided into several smaller 
blocks, the Company used only a small portion 
of quasi-treasury shares necessary to ensure the 
eligibility of the meeting and the adoption of the 
revised charter, approved in connection with the need 
to bring the provisions of the charter into compliance 
with the requirements of current Russian legislation, 
namely, the Federal Law On Joint Stock Companies 
and the Civil Code of the Russian Federation.
In voting on other items of the agendas, the quasi-
treasury block was not used. 

1.4 The shareholders should be provided with reliable and efficient means of recording their rights in shares as well as with the opportunity to freely 
dispose of such shares in a non-onerous manner.

1.4 The shareholders should be 
provided with reliable and 
efficient means of recording 
their rights in shares as well 
as with the opportunity to 
freely dispose of such shares 
in a non-onerous manner.

The quality and reliability of the work 
performed by the registrar of the 
company answers the requirements of 
the company and its shareholders.

observed

Additional Information

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
of the Code of Corporate Governance
CONTINUED
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# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

2.1 The board of directors shall be in charge of strategic management of the company, determine major principles of and approaches to creation of a 
risk management and internal control system within the company, monitor the activity of the company’s executive bodies, and carry out other key 
functions.

2.1.1 The board of directors should 
be responsible for decisions 
to appoint and remove 
members of executive 
bodies, including taking 
action in response to failure 
of the latter to properly 
perform their duties. The 
board of directors should also 
guarantee that the company’s 
executive bodies act in 
accordance with an approved 
development strategy and 
the main business goals of 
the company.

1. According to the charter of the 
company, the board of directors has 
the authority to appoint, dismiss and 
determine the terms and conditions of 
contracts with members of executive 
bodies of the company.
2. During the reporting period the 
board heard reports of the one-person 
executive body and members of the 
collective executive body on the 
implementation of the strategy, with 
particular attention to conformity 
with the company’s performance in 
targeting indicators set forth by the 
company’s strategy.

partially
observed

According to the charter, the board of directors has 
the authority to appoint, terminate the appointment, 
and to determine the terms and conditions of the 
employment contract only in relation to the General 
Director (one-person executive body) of the company. 
Members of the Management Board are appointed 
and dismissed by the board of directors; however, 
the terms and conditions of their employment 
contracts are not determined by the board of 
directors in compliance with the Law and the charter 
of the company. The Nomination and Remuneration 
committee is charged with the preparation of 
recommendations regarding the principles and criteria 
of establishing the amount of the remuneration 
payable to members of the Management Board.
The board of directors regularly reviews reports of 
the General Director on the results of the company’s 
activities (quarterly), which also include information 
about the status of implementation of the strategy of 
the company. In addition, the company has a practice 
of holding annual strategic sessions.

2.1.2 The board of directors should 
establish basic long-term 
targets of the company’s 
activity, evaluate and 
approve its key performance 
indicators and principal 
business goals, as well as 
evaluate and approve its 
strategy and business plans 
in respect of its principal 
areas of operations.

During the reporting period the board 
of directors has reviewed matters 
related to the status of execution of 
the strategy of the company, approval 
of its financial plan (budget) and 
the review of criteria and indicators 
(including interim) pertaining to the 
execution of the strategy and business 
plans of the company.

observed

2.1.3 The board of directors should 
determine principles of and 
approaches to creation of 
the risk management and 
internal control system in the 
company.

1. The board of directors has 
determined the principles and 
approaches to creation of the risk 
management and internal control 
system in the company.
2. The board of directors has 
evaluated the risk management and 
internal control system during the 
reporting period.

observed

2.1.4 The board of directors should 
determine the company’s 
policy on remuneration due 
to and/or reimbursement of 
costs incurred by its board 
members, members of its 
executive bodies and other 
key managers.

1. The company has developed and 
implemented a policy (policies) on 
remuneration and/or reimbursement 
of costs incurred by its board 
members, members of executive 
bodies and other key managers. This 
policy (policies) was approved by the 
board of directors.
2. During the reporting period the 
board of directors reviewed matters 
related to the indicated policy 
(policies).

partially
observed

The company developed and implemented Regulations 
on Remuneration and Reimbursement of Members of 
the Board of Directors (hereinafter – the Regulations 
on Remuneration), which were approved by the 
general shareholders meeting.  
During the reporting year, the general meeting of 
shareholders of PJSC Uralkali approved amendments 
to the Regulations on Remuneration, according to 
which the right to receive remuneration was also 
granted to non-executive members of the board of 
directors. Over the course of the reporting period 
there was no need to update or adjust documents 
related to remuneration and reimbursement of 
executive bodies or key managers of the company. 
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# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

2.1.5 The board of directors should 
play a key role in prevention, 
detection and resolution of 
internal conflicts between 
the company’s bodies, 
shareholders and employees.

1. The board of directors plays a key 
role in prevention, detection and 
resolution of internal conflicts.
2. The company has created a system 
of identification of transactions related 
to a conflict of interest and a system 
of measures intended to resolve such 
conflicts.

observed

2.1.6 The board of directors 
should play a key role in 
ensuring that the company 
is transparent, discloses 
information in full and in 
due course, and provides its 
shareholders with unhindered 
access to its documents.

1. The board of directors has approved 
a regulation on information policy.
2. The company has appointed 
persons in charge of the 
implementation (enforcement) of the 
information policy.

observed

2.1.7 The board of directors should 
monitor the company’s 
corporate governance 
practices and play a key role 
in its material corporate 
events.

During the reporting period the board 
of directors reviewed the corporate 
governance practices in the company.

observed

2.2 The board of directors should be accountable to the company’s shareholders.

2.2.1 Information about the board 
of directors’ work should be 
disclosed and provided to the 
shareholders.

1. The annual report of the company 
for the reporting period contains 
information regarding the directors’ 
attendance at board and committee 
meetings.
2. The annual report contains 
information about the key results 
of the evaluation of the work of the 
board of directors in the reporting 
period.

observed

2.2.2 The chairperson of the 
board of directors should be 
available for communication 
with shareholders.

The company has a transparent 
procedure allowing shareholders to 
send questions to the chairperson of 
the board of directors and clarify their 
position on them.

observed

Additional Information

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
of the Code of Corporate Governance
CONTINUED
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# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

2.3 The board of directors should be an efficient and professional governing body of the company able to make objective and independent judgments 
and pass resolutions in the best interests of the company and its shareholders.

2.3.1 Only persons with 
impeccable business and 
personal reputation should 
be elected to the board 
of directors; such persons 
should also have knowledge, 
skills, and experience 
necessary to make 
decisions that fall within the 
jurisdiction of the board of 
directors and to perform all 
such functions efficiently.

1. The performance assessment 
procedure for the board of directors 
adopted in the company includes 
the evaluation of professional 
qualifications of board members.
2. In the reporting period, the board 
of directors (or its nominations 
committee) evaluated candidates 
nominated to the board in terms of 
their experience, knowledge, business 
and personal reputation, absence of 
conflicts of interest etc.

partially
observed

The company has put a procedure in place to assess 
the performance of the board of directors; however, 
it does not include an assessment of professional 
qualifications of board members. In addition, over 
the course of the reporting period the board of 
directors did not evaluate candidates nominated to 
the board of directors in terms of their experience, 
knowledge, business reputation or absence of a 
conflict of interest, because candidates to the board 
are nominated and elected by shareholders and the 
Law does not provide for a procedure of refusal to 
accept candidates or to appoint candidates to the 
board of directors due to their not possessing certain 
knowledge or skills. With regard to a potential conflict 
of interest, 1) such conflict is identified at the stage 
of nomination of candidates due to the fact that 
candidates are obliged to provide certain information 
about themselves including information about any 
persons with whom the candidate is affiliated; 2) the 
possibility of a conflict of interest after a candidate’s 
election to the board is minimized by the fact that 
members of the board of directors who are interested 
parties for the purpose of the company’s transactions 
do not take part in voting on these transactions and 
the fact that the law provides for the obligation of a 
board member to inform the company of his/her being 
an interested party; 3) in 2016, the Nomination and 
Remuneration Committee for the first time assessed 
the compliance of candidates for election to the 
board of directors with the independence criteria set 
by the Listing Rules of the Moscow Stock Exchange. 
Information on compliance with the independence 
criteria and on the absence of a conflict of interest 
was taken into account. 

2.3.2 Board members should 
be elected pursuant to 
a transparent procedure 
enabling the shareholders 
to obtain information about 
respective candidates 
sufficient for them to get 
an idea of the candidates’ 
personal and professional 
qualities.

Biographical data on all candidates 
nominated to the board of directors, 
and the results of the evaluation of 
such candidates conducted by the 
board of directors (or its nominations 
committee), information regarding 
the candidate’s conformity with 
independence criteria in accordance 
with recommendations 102-107 of 
the Code, and the candidates’ written 
consent to be elected to the board, 
were provided to shareholders in 
preparation for all meetings where the 
election of board members was on the 
agenda.

observed The results of the evaluation of candidates conducted 
by the board of directors or the Nomination and 
Remuneration Committee in 2016 were not provided 
to shareholders; however, detailed biographies of 
candidates indicating their status (independent, non-
executive, executive) were made available to them.
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with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

2.3.3 The composition of the 
board of directors should 
be balanced, in particular 
in terms of qualifications, 
expertise, and the business 
skills of its members. The 
board of directors should 
enjoy the confidence of the 
shareholders.

During the procedure of assessment 
of the work of the board of directors 
conducted in the reporting period, 
the board analysed its composition 
in terms of the qualifications and 
expertise of its members.

not
observed

Refer to comment to p. 2.3.1

2.3.4 The membership of the 
board of directors of the 
company must enable 
the board to organise its 
activities in the most efficient 
way possible, in particular, 
to create committees of the 
board of directors, as well as 
to enable substantial minority 
shareholders of the company 
to put forth a candidate to 
the board of directors for 
whom they would vote

During the procedure of assessment 
of the work of the board of directors 
conducted in the reporting period, 
the board of directors analysed the 
conformity of its membership to 
the needs of the company and its 
shareholders.

not
observed

Such an assessment procedure was not carried out by 
the board of directors. The issue of conformity of the 
board’s membership with the needs of the company 
and interests of shareholders has never been raised as 
the company has never had any shareholders’ request 
to change the board’s composition or to provide any 
information confirming that the number of board 
members does not correlate with the interests of the 
company or its shareholders. The number of board 
members is in line with the law, and the Company 
sees no reason to change it.

2.4 The board of directors should include a sufficient number of independent directors.

2.4.1 An independent director 
should mean any person 
who has the required 
professional skills and 
expertise and is sufficiently 
able to have his/her own 
position and make objective 
and bona fide judgments, 
free from the influence of 
the company’s executive 
bodies, any individual group 
of its shareholders or other 
stakeholders. It should be 
noted that, under normal 
circumstances, a candidate 
(or an elected director) 
may not be deemed to be 
independent, if he/she is 
associated with the company, 
any of its substantial 
shareholders, material trading 
partners or competitors, or 
the government.

During the reporting period all 
independent board members 
met all the all requirements of 
recommendations 102-107 of the 
Code or were deemed independent 
pursuant to a decision of the board of 
directors.

observed

Additional Information

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
of the Code of Corporate Governance
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# Principles
of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
observed

Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

2.4.2 It is recommended to 
evaluate whether candidates 
nominated to the board 
of directors meet the 
independence criteria as 
well as to review, on a 
regular basis, whether or not 
independent board members 
meet the independence 
criteria. When carrying out 
such evaluation, substance 
should take precedence over 
form.

1.During the reporting period the 
board of directors (or its nominations 
committee) issued an opinion 
regarding the independence of each 
candidate nominated to the board and 
provided the shareholders with the 
appropriate conclusion.
2. At least once in the reporting 
period the board of directors (or its 
nominations committee) evaluated the 
independence of current members 
of the board of directors indicated by 
the company in the annual report as 
independent directors.
3. The company has developed 
procedures indicating the actions 
which must be taken by a board 
member once he/she ceases to be 
independent, including their obligation 
to inform the board of directors 
of these circumstances in a timely 
fashion.

partially
observed

Refer to comment to p. 2.3.1.

The company does not have any special procedures 
determining what actions must be taken by 
board members in cases when they cease to be 
independent. We do not consider the development 
of such procedures necessary, because the Law 
On Joint Stock Companies and the Regulation on 
the Board of Directors of the company sufficiently 
regulate this issue by providing that board members 
must notify the board of directors (supervisory 
board) of the company, the revision commission 
and/or auditor of the company of the following:

- legal entities where they independently or 
together with their affiliates own 20% or more of 
voting shares (stakes);
= legal entities where they are members of 
governance bodies;
= all current or potential transactions where they 
may be deemed to be interested parties.

2.4.3 Independent directors should 
account for at least one-third 
of all directors elected to the 
board of directors.

Independent directors should account 
for at least one-third of all directors 
elected to the board of directors.

observed

2.4.4 Independent directors should 
play a key role in prevention 
of internal conflicts in the 
company and performance 
by the latter of material 
corporate actions.

Independent directors (with no conflict 
of interest) should preliminarily review 
material corporate actions related to 
a potential conflict of interest and 
a document setting out the results 
of such evaluation should be made 
available as part of materials to be 
provided in connection with a board 
meeting where a respective matter is 
to be considered.

observed

2.5 The chairperson of the board of directors should help it carry out the functions imposed thereon in a most efficient manner.

2.5.1 It is recommended to 
either elect an independent 
director to the position of 
chairperson of the board 
of directors or identify the 
senior independent director 
among the company’s 
independent directors who 
would coordinate work of the 
independent directors and 
liaise with the chairperson of 
the board of directors.

1. The chairperson of the board of 
directors is an independent director 
or a senior independent director 
who was appointed from among the 
independent directors39.
2. The role, rights and responsibilities 
of the chairperson of the board (and, if 
applicable, of the senior independent 
director) are clearly determined in the 
internal documents of the company.

partially
observed

The chairperson of the board of directors is an 
independent director. Also, the board of directors has 
elected a senior independent director; however his 
role, rights and obligations are not determined under 
any internal document. Nevertheless, every year, the 
company discloses information about the role of the 
senior independent director in the annual report. 
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Explanation of deviation from compliance/
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corporate governance

2.5.2 The board chairperson 
should ensure that board 
meetings are held in a 
constructive atmosphere 
and that any items on 
the meeting agenda are 
discussed freely. The 
chairperson should also 
monitor fulfilment of 
decisions made by the board 
of directors.

The performance of the chairperson of 
the board of directors was evaluated 
within the framework of the board 
performance assessment procedure in 
the reporting period.

partially
observed

The individual role of the chairperson was not 
evaluated separately within the framework of the 
assessment; however, the work of the board as a 
team and its effectiveness as a whole was evaluated. 
According to the Law, the chairperson of the board of 
directors organises the work of the board of directors, 
and, overall, it was deemed to be effective. This is why 
we did not see any need to assess the work of the 
chairperson of the board of directors in 2016. 

2.5.3 The chairperson of the board 
of directors should take any 
and all measures as may be 
required to provide the board 
members in a timely fashion 
with information required to 
make decisions on issues on 
the agenda.

The obligation of the chairperson of 
the board of directors to take any 
and all measures to provide the board 
members in a timely fashion with 
information required to make decisions 
is stipulated in the internal documents 
of the company.

observed

2.6 Board members must act reasonably and in good faith in the best interests of the company and its shareholders, being sufficiently informed, with 
due care and diligence.

2.6.1 Acting reasonably and 
in good faith means that 
board members should 
make decisions considering 
all available information, in 
the absence of a conflict 
of interest, treating 
shareholders of the company 
equally, and assuming normal 
business risks.

1. Internal documents of the company 
should stipulate that if a board 
member has a conflict of interest, he/ 
she should promptly inform the board 
of directors (through its chairman or 
the company’s corporate secretary) 
both of the existence of and grounds 
for such conflict of interest. In any 
case, such notification shall be made 
before the issue is discussed at a 
meeting of the board of directors or 
by any of its committees at which such 
board member is present.
2. According to internal documents 
of the company, if a board member 
has a conflict of interest, he/she may 
not take part in decision-making. He/ 
she should abstain from voting on any 
issues in which he/she has a conflict 
of interest.
3. The company should provide for 
a procedure (and a related budget) 
enabling board members to receive, 
at the expense of the company, 
professional advice on issues relating 
to the jurisdiction of the board of 
directors.

partially
observed

According to p. 3.3 of the Regulations on the Board of 
Directors, board members must inform the board of 
directors, the revision commission and the authority 
of the company of information specified in Article 
82 of the Federal Law On Joint Stock Companies, 
and inform the board of any changes in the indicated 
information in a timely fashion. It is not required 
that board members must refrain from voting on 
any matter where he/she has a conflict of interest; 
however, the company has never had a case of voting 
when there was a conflict of interest. The absence of 
such provision in the company’s internal documents 
is, in our opinion, compensated by the provisions of 
p. 3.3 of the Regulations on the Board of Directors 
of PJSC Uralkali, which obliges board members to 
act reasonably, in good faith and with appropriate 
consideration for the company.
Pursuant to p. 3.1 of the Regulations on the Board of 
Directors, board members have the right to request 
that experts and consultants be retained by the 
company at the expense of the company whenever 
the need arises. The procedure for retention of 
such experts is not formalized, but, as a rule, board 
members who wish to retain a consultant address 
their requests (as with any other matter related to 
the work of the board of directors) to the Corporate 
Secretary of the company who, in compliance with 
the Regulations on the Corporate Secretary of PJSC 
Uralkali, provides organisational support to the board 
of directors and ensures effective coordination 
between board members and the company’s 
management. 

2.6.2 Rights and duties of board 
members should be clearly 
stated and documented 
in the company’s internal 
documents.

The company adopted and published 
an internal document whereby the 
rights and duties of board members 
are clearly stated.

observed

Additional Information

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
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of corporate
governance

Criteria used to evaluate
whether the principle is
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Status of
compliance
with the
principle of
corporate
governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

2.6.3 Board members should have 
sufficient time to perform 
their duties.

1. Individual attendance at board and 
committee meetings and time devoted 
to preparation for participation in 
meetings was considered during the 
procedure of assessment of the board 
of directors in the reporting period.
2. In accordance with internal 
documents of the company, board 
members should notify the company’s 
board of directors of their intention to 
take a position in management bodies 
of other entities and, immediately 
after their election (appointment) 
to the management bodies of such 
other entities, of such election 
(appointment).

partially
observed

The company’s internal documents do not require that 
board members notify the board of directors of their 
intention to take a position in management bodies of 
other entities. Board members must inform the board 
of directors of the fact of their appointment (election) 
to the management bodies of other entities in 
compliance with the Law and p. 3.3 of the Regulations 
on the Board of Directors. Imposing an obligation 
on board members to inform the company of their 
intentions seems excessive for the following reasons:
1) until the moment of their appointment this 
information may constitute insider information and 
cannot be made known to the company;
2) their appointment may not be finalized for various 
reasons.

2.6.4 All board members should 
have equal opportunity 
to access the company’s 
documents and information. 
Newly elected board 
members should be provided 
with sufficient information 
about the company and work 
of its board of directors as 
soon as possible.

1. In accordance with internal 
documents of the company, board 
members are given an opportunity to 
obtain any and all information required 
to perform their duties, including 
information on legal entities controlled 
by the company. The duty of the 
company’s officials to provide the 
board members with such information 
is set forth by the company’s internal 
documents.
2. The company has a formal induction 
program for newly elected board 
members.

observed

2.7 Meetings of the board of directors, preparation for them, and participation of board members therein should ensure efficient work of the board.

2.7.1 It is recommended to hold 
meetings of the board of 
directors as needed, with due 
account of the company’s 
scope of activities and its 
then current goals.

The board of directors held at least 6 
meetings in the reporting period.

observed

2.7.2 It is recommended to 
develop a procedure for 
preparing for and holding 
meetings of the board of 
directors and setting it out 
in the company’s internal 
documents. The above 
procedure should enable 
the shareholders to prepare 
themselves properly for such 
meetings.

The company has an internal 
document in place regulating the 
procedure for preparation and holding 
of board meetings which, inter alia, 
requires that the notice of a meeting 
must be made, as a rule, at least 5 
days before the date of the meeting.

observed Note: The company’s internal documents require that 
notices of meetings and materials thereto must be 
provided to board members not later than 3 business 
days before the meeting (5 calendar days at the most). 
In exceptional cases, materials may be provided one 
business day in advance.

2.7.3 The form of a meeting of the 
board of directors should be 
determined with due account 
of the importance of the 
issues on the agenda of the 
meeting. Most important 
issues should be decided at 
the meetings held in person.

1. According to the charter or an 
internal document of the company, 
the most important issues (in 
accordance with the list provided in 
recommendation 168 of the Code) 
must be considered and decided at 
meetings held in person.

partially
observed

The Regulations on the Board of Directors determine 
a list of issues which cannot be reviewed at absentee 
meetings; however, formally this list does not meet 
the requirements of p. 168 of the Code. Nevertheless, 
almost all issues listed in p. 168 of the Code are 
reviewed at meetings in person
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2.7.4 Decisions on most important 
issues relating to the 
company’s business should 
be made at a meeting of 
the board of directors by a 
qualified majority vote or by 
a majority vote of all elected 
board members.

According to the charter of the 
company, the most important issues 
as described by recommendation 170 
of the Code must be decided by a 
qualified majority vote of at least three 
quarters of the votes or by a majority 
vote of all elected board members.

partially
observed

The charter of the company does not provide for the 
issues listed in recommendation 170 of the Code 
to be decided by a qualified majority. According to 
the Law, all members of the board of directors must 
vote unanimously to adopt decisions pertaining to 
the conclusion of major transactions which fall within 
the purview of the board of directors. Other matters 
(except interested-party transactions) are decided 
by a majority vote of board members present at 
the respective meeting, as required by the law. This 
approach conforms to the law and it seems excessive 
to establish another quorum for decision-making 
at board meetings. Considering the fact that board 
meetings enjoy almost a 100% attendance by board 
members, almost all decisions are adopted by the 
majority vote of all elected board members.

2.8 The board of directors should form committees for preliminary consideration of the most important issues of the company’s business.

2.8.1 For the purpose of 
preliminary consideration 
of any matters of control 
over the company’s financial 
and business activities, it is 
recommended to form an 
audit committee comprised 
of independent directors.

1.  The board of directors formed an 
audit committee comprised exclusively 
of independent directors.
2. The objectives of the audit 
committee, including the objectives 
listed in recommendation 172 of the 
Code, are determined in the internal 
documents of the company.
3. At least one member of the audit 
committee, who is an independent 
director, has experience and 
knowledge of preparation, analysis, 
evaluation and audit of accounting 
(financial) statements.
4. Meetings of the audit committee 
were held at least once every quarter 
during the reporting period.

observed

2.8.2 For the purpose of 
preliminary consideration of 
any matters of development 
of efficient and transparent 
remuneration practices, it 
is recommended to form a 
remuneration committee 
comprised of independent 
directors and chaired by an 
independent director who 
should not concurrently be 
the board chairperson.

1. The board of directors formed a 
remuneration committee comprised 
exclusively of independent directors.
2. The committee is chaired by an 
independent director who is not the 
board chairperson at the same time.
3. The objectives of the remuneration 
committee, including the objectives 
listed in recommendation 180 of the 
Code, are determined in the internal 
documents of the company.

partially
observed

Most members of the Audit Committee are 
independent directors, which is in line with the 
Listing Rules of the Moscow Exchange. For objective 
reasons the company cannot form the Audit 
Committee exclusively of independent directors as the 
chairperson of the board of directors of the company 
is not a member of board committees and oversees 
only the board of directors as a whole. All other 
recommendations are fully observed. 

Additional Information
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with the
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governance

Explanation of deviation from compliance/
non-compliance with the principles of
corporate governance

2.8.3 For the purpose of 
preliminary consideration 
of any matters relating to 
human resources planning 
(making plans regarding 
successor directors), 
professional composition and 
efficiency of the board of 
directors, it is recommended 
to form a nominating 
committee (a committee on 
nominations, appointments 
and human resources) with a 
majority of its members being 
independent directors.

1. The board of directors formed 
a nominations committee 
(or its objectives indicated in 
recommendation 186 of the Code 
are implemented by a different 
committee40), with a majority of its 
members being independent directors.
2. The objectives of the nominations 
committee (or the relevant committee 
performing these functions) 
including the objectives indicated in 
recommendation 186 of the Code are 
determined in the internal documents 
of the company.

partially
observed

Combined with the Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee. See comment to p. 2.8.2.

2.8.4 Taking account of its scope of 
activities and levels of related 
risks, the company should 
form other committees 
with its board of directors, 
in particular, a strategy 
committee, a corporate 
governance committee, an 
ethics committee, a risk 
management committee, 
a budget committee or a 
committee on health, safety 
and environment, etc.

In the reporting period the board of 
directors considered the conformity of 
the composition of its committees to 
the objectives of the board of directors 
and of the company. Additional 
committees were either formed or 
were deemed unnecessary.

observed The company has additionally formed an Investment 
and Development Committee and a Corporate Social 
Responsibility Committee. 

2.8.5 The composition of the 
committees should be 
determined in such a 
way that it would allow a 
comprehensive discussion of 
issues being considered on 
a preliminary basis with due 
consideration of differing 
opinions

1. Board committees are chaired by 
independent directors.
2. Given the specific nature of issues 
considered by the audit committee, 
the nominating committee and the 
remuneration committee, persons 
who are not members of the above 
committees can attend their meetings 
only at the invitation of their 
chairpersons.

partially
observed

Board committees are chaired by independent 
directors. At the same time, committee chairpersons 
always welcome other board members, who are not 
members of a particular board committee, to attend 
committee meetings. This is standard practice for 
board committees despite the fact that this is not 
formalized in the company’s internal documents. 

2.8.6 Committee chairpersons 
should inform the board of 
directors and its chairperson 
of the work of their 
committees on a regular 
basis.

During the reporting period 
chairpersons of board committees 
presented regular reports to the board 
of directors on their activities.

observed

2.9 The board of directors should make an exhaustive evaluation of the quality of its work and that of its committees and board members.

2.9.1 Evaluation of the quality 
of the board of directors’ 
work should be aimed at 
determining how efficiently 
the board of directors, its 
committees and board 
members work and whether 
their work meets the 
company’s needs, as well as 
at making their work more 
intensive and identifying 
areas of improvement.

1. Self-evaluation or external 
evaluation of the work of the board 
of directors in the reporting period 
included the evaluation of the work 
of the board committees, separate 
members of the board of directors and 
of the board of directors as a whole.
2. The results of the self-evaluation 
or external evaluation of the board of 
directors in the reporting period were 
reviewed by the board of directors at 
meetings held in person.

partially
observed

The self-evaluation did not include an assessment of 
individual board members - at this stage the company 
does not deem this to be necessary. The results of the 
evaluation were reviewed at a board meeting held in 
person. 
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2.9.2 Quality of work of the board 
of directors, its committees 
and board members should 
be evaluated on a regular 
basis, at least once a year. 
To carry out an independent 
evaluation of the quality of 
the board of directors’ work, 
it is recommended to retain a 
third party entity (consultant) 
on a regular basis, at least 
once every three years.

An external organisation (consultant) 
was retained to evaluate the work of 
the board of directors at least once in 
the last three reporting periods.

not
observed

No external consultant was invited by the company. 
The culture of performance assessment is being 
developed by the company gradually. At this stage 
retaining an external consultant seems premature. 

3.1 The company’s corporate secretary shall be responsible for efficient interaction with its shareholders, coordination of the company’s actions 
designed to protect the rights and interests of its shareholders, and support of efficient work of its board of directors.

3.1.1 The corporate secretary 
should have knowledge, 
experience, and qualifications 
sufficient for performance of 
his/her duties, as well as an 
impeccable reputation and 
should enjoy the trust of the 
shareholders.

1. The company has adopted and 
disclosed an internal document - 
regulation on the corporate secretary.
2. The company disclosed on its 
website and in its annual report 
information on the corporate secretary 
which is as detailed as that required 
to be disclosed in relation to board 
members and members of the 
executive bodies of the company.

partially
observed

The biography of the corporate secretary was not 
disclosed on the website or in the Annual Report as 
the disclosure of this information was not a priority 
in accordance with the information policy of the 
company in 2016.  

3.1.2 The corporate secretary 
should be sufficiently 
independent of the 
company’s executive bodies 
and be vested with powers 
and resources required to 
perform his/her tasks.

The board of directors approves 
the appointment, termination 
of appointment, and additional 
remuneration of the corporate 
secretary.

observed

4.1 The level of remuneration paid by the company should be sufficient to enable it to attract, motivate, and retain persons having required skills and 
qualifications. Remuneration due to board members, the executive bodies, and other key managers of the company should be paid in accordance 
with a remuneration policy approved by the company.

4.1.1 It is recommended that the 
level of remuneration paid 
by the company to its board 
members, executive bodies, 
and other key managers 
should be sufficient to 
motivate them to work 
efficiently and enable the 
company to attract and retain 
knowledgeable, skilled, and 
duly qualified persons. The 
company should avoid setting 
the level of remuneration any 
higher than necessary, nor 
allowing for an excessively 
large gap between the level 
of remuneration of any of the 
above persons and that of 
the company’s employees.

The company has adopted an 
internal document (documents) - a 
remuneration policy (policies) in 
relation to its board members, 
members of executive bodies and 
other key managers whereby the 
approaches to the remuneration of 
the indicated persons are clearly 
determined.

observed

Additional Information
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governance
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corporate governance

4.1.2 The company’s remuneration 
policy should be developed 
by its remuneration 
committee and approved 
by the board of directors. 
With the help of its 
remuneration committee, 
the board of directors should 
monitor implementation of 
and compliance with the 
remuneration policy by the 
company and, should this be 
necessary, review and amend 
the same.

During the reporting period the 
remuneration committee reviewed the 
remuneration policy (policies) and the 
practice of its (their) implementation 
and, when necessary, provided the 
board of directors with the relevant 
recommendations.

not
observed

The board of directors did not see the need to revise 
the policy in relation to the company’s executive 
bodies and key managers in 2016. 

4.1.3 The company’s remuneration 
policy should provide for 
transparent mechanisms to 
be used to determine the 
amount of remuneration due 
to members of the board 
of directors, the executive 
bodies, and other key 
managers of the company, as 
well as to regulate any and all 
types of payments, benefits, 
and privileges provided to 
any of the above persons.

The remuneration policy (policies) 
of the company contains (contain) 
transparent mechanisms to be 
used to determine the amount of 
remuneration due to members of 
the board of directors, executive 
bodies and other key managers of 
the company and regulates (regulate) 
all types of payments, benefits and 
privileges provided to any of the 
indicated persons.

observed

4.1.4 The company is 
recommended to develop 
a policy on reimbursement 
of expenses which would 
contain a list of reimbursable 
expenses and specify service 
levels provided to members 
of the board of directors, 
the executive bodies, and 
other key managers of the 
company. Such a policy can 
form part of the company’s 
policy on compensations.

The remuneration policy (policies) 
of the company or other internal 
documents of the company set 
forth the rules of reimbursement of 
expenses of board members, members 
of executive bodies and other key 
managers of the company.

observed

4.2 The system of remuneration of board members should ensure harmony between the financial interests of the directors and the long-term 
financial interests of the shareholders.

4.2.1 A fixed annual fee shall be a 
preferred form of monetary 
remuneration of the board 
members. It is not advisable 
to pay a fee for participation 
in individual meetings of 
the board of directors or 
its committees. It is not 
advisable to use any form 
of short-term incentives or 
additional financial incentives 
in respect of board members.

A fixed annual fee has been the only 
form of monetary remuneration of 
board members for their services on 
the board in the reporting period.

observed
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4.2.2 Long-term ownership of 
shares in the company 
contributes most to aligning 
the financial interests of 
board members with the 
long-term interests of the 
company’s shareholders. 
However, it is not 
recommended to make 
the right to dispose of 
shares dependent on the 
achievement by the company 
of certain performance 
results; nor should board 
members take part in the 
company’s option plans.

If the company has a practice (policy) 
of paying remuneration to the board 
members in the form of its shares, 
its policy (internal document) of 
remuneration payable to the board 
members should set out clear and 
transparent rules regulating the 
ownership of shares by the board 
members. These rules should 
encourage them to increase their 
shareholdings and own the shares on a 
long-term basis.

observed Board members do not own company shares. The 
information about share ownership by the company’s 
directors is disclosed in the Annual Report of the 
company. 

4.2.3 It is not recommended to 
provide for any additional 
allowance or compensation 
in the event of early dismissal 
of board members in 
connection with a change of 
control over the company or 
other circumstances.

The company does not provide for any 
additional allowance or compensation 
in the event of early dismissal of board 
members in connection with a change 
of control over the company or other 
circumstances.

observed

4.3 The system of remuneration due to the executive bodies and other key managers of the company should provide that their remuneration is 
dependent on the company’s performance results and their personal contributions to the achievement thereof.

4.3.1 Remuneration due to 
the executive bodies and 
other key managers of the 
company should be set in 
such a way as to procure a 
reasonable and justified ratio 
between its fixed portion and 
its variable portion that is 
dependent on the company’s 
performance results and 
employees’ personal 
(individual) contributions to 
the achievement thereof.

1. In the reporting period annual key 
performance indicators approved by 
the board of directors were used to 
determine the amount of variable 
remuneration of members of executive 
bodies and other key managers of the 
company.
2. During the last evaluation of the 
system of remuneration of members 
of executive bodies and other key 
managers of the company, the board 
of directors (remuneration committee) 
made sure that the company used an 
effective ratio between the fixed and 
variable remuneration.
3. The company has a procedure 
ensuring that any award/bonus funds 
wrongfully obtained by members of 
executive bodies or managers are 
repaid to the company.

partially
observed

Recommendation 1 - observed
Recommendation 2 - the system of remuneration 
was not reviewed in 2015 by the board of directors 
(Nomination and Remuneration Committee). In the 
opinion of the board of directors, in 2016, there was 
no need to revise this system.
Recommendation 3 - the company does not have a 
formalized procedure for having wrongfully obtained 
award/bonus funds returned to the company by 
members of executive bodies and key managers, 
because bonuses are paid on the basis of approved 
performance charts where the real KPI result is shown, 
which makes wrongful payments impossible. Should 
any such error occur in the future, the necessary 
repayments will be made in compliance with the law. 

Additional Information

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
of the Code of Corporate Governance
CONTINUED
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4.3.2 Companies whose shares 
are admitted to trading 
at organised markets are 
recommended to put in 
place a long-term incentive 
program for the company’s 
executive bodies and other 
key managers involving the 
company’s shares (or options 
or other derivative financial 
instruments the underlying 
assets for which are the 
company’s shares).

1. The company has put in place a 
long-term incentive program for the 
company’s executive bodies and 
other key managers of the company 
involving the company’s shares 
(financial instruments for which the 
company’s shares are the underlying 
assets).
2. The long-term incentive program 
should provide that the right to 
dispose of shares or exercise options 
shall arise no earlier than in three 
years from the date when such shares 
were provided. In addition, the right 
to dispose of the same, upon the 
expiration of a respective period, 
should be made conditional on the 
achievement of certain targets by 
the company, including non-financial 
targets, if applicable.

not
observed

The company does not have a long-term incentive 
program because at this moment, amidst financial 
instability in Russia, and considering a number of 
financial constraints in the Company, we believe that 
such a program would be untimely. 

4.3.3 The amount of severance 
pay (so-called «golden 
parachute») payable by the 
company in the event of early 
dismissal of an executive 
body or other key manager at 
the initiative of the company, 
provided that there have 
been no bad faith actions 
on the part of such person, 
should not exceed double 
the fixed portion of his/her 
annual remuneration.

The amount of severance pay (golden 
parachute) payable by the company 
in the event of early dismissal of 
an executive or other key manager 
at the initiative of the company, 
provided that there have been no 
bad faith actions on the part of such 
persons, did not exceed double 
the fixed portion of his/her annual 
remuneration.

observed The policies of the company do not provide for the 
payment of “golden parachutes”. 

5.1 The company should have in place an efficient risk management and internal control system designed to provide reasonable confidence that the 
company’s goals will be achieved.

5.1.1 The board of directors should 
determine the principles of 
and approaches to creation 
of the risk management and 
internal control system in the 
company.

The functions of various governance 
bodies and divisions of the company 
in the risk management and internal 
control system are clearly determined 
in the internal documents of the 
company/policy of the company 
approved by the board of directors.

observed

5.1.2 The company’s executive 
bodies should ensure the 
establishment and continuing 
operation of the efficient 
risk management and 
internal control system in the 
company.

The company’s executive bodies 
ensured the distribution of functions 
and authority in relation to risk 
management and internal control 
among managers (heads) of divisions 
and departments subordinate to them.

observed
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5.1.3 The company’s risk 
management and internal 
control system should enable 
all concerned to obtain an 
objective, fair and clear view 
of the current condition and 
prospects of the company, 
integrity and transparency 
of its accounts and reports, 
and reasonableness and 
acceptability of risks being 
assumed by the company.

1. The company has a corruption 
prevention policy in place.
2. The company has developed a 
procedure for informing the board 
of directors or the audit committee 
of violations of the law, internal 
procedures and the ethics code of the 
company.

observed

5.1.4 The board of directors 
is recommended to take 
required and sufficient 
measures to guarantee that 
the existing risk management 
and internal control system 
of the company is consistent 
with the principles of and 
approaches to its creation 
as set forth by the board of 
directors and that it operates 
efficiently.

During the reporting period the 
board of directors reviewed the 
organisation, operation, and efficiency 
of the risk management and internal 
control system and, if necessary, 
made recommendations for its 
improvement. The results of such 
review of the system’s efficiency were 
communicated to the shareholders 
as part of the annual report of the 
company.

observed

5.2 To independently evaluate, on a regular basis, the reliability and efficiency of the risk management and internal control system and corporate 
governance practices, the company should arrange for internal audits.

5.2.1 It is recommended that 
internal audits be carried 
out by a separate structural 
division (internal audit 
department) to be created 
by the company or through 
retaining an independent 
third-party entity. To ensure 
the independence of the 
internal audit department, it 
should have separate lines of 
functional and administrative 
reporting. Functionally, the 
internal audit department 
should report to the board 
of directors, while from the 
administrative standpoint, 
it should report directly to 
the company’s one-person 
executive body.

A separate structural division (internal 
audit department) that reports directly 
to the board of directors or the 
audit committee was created in the 
company; an external independent 
organisation with the same status was 
retained to conduct the audit.

observed

5.2.2 When carrying out 
an internal audit, it is 
recommended to evaluate 
the efficiency of the internal 
control system and the risk 
management system, as well 
as to evaluate corporate 
governance and apply 
generally accepted standards 
of internal auditing.

1. In the reporting period, within 
the framework of internal audit 
procedures, the efficiency of the 
internal control system and the risk 
management system was evaluated.
2. The company uses generally 
accepted approaches to internal 
control and risk management.

observed

Additional Information

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
of the Code of Corporate Governance
CONTINUED
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6.1 The company and its activities should be transparent to its shareholders, investors, and other stakeholders.

6.1.1 The company should 
develop and implement an 
information policy enabling 
the company to efficiently 
exchange information with its 
shareholders, investors, and 
other stakeholders.

1. The board of directors approved 
an information policy developed in 
compliance with the recommendations 
of the Code.
2. The board of directors (or one of its 
committees) reviewed the company’s 
compliance with the information policy 
at least once in the reporting period.

observed

6.1.2 The company should disclose 
information on its corporate 
governance system and 
practices, including detailed 
information on compliance 
with the principles and 
recommendations of this 
Code.

1. The company discloses information 
on its corporate governance system 
and the corporate governance 
principles applied in the company on 
its official website.
2. The company discloses information 
regarding the composition of its 
executive bodies and the board of 
directors, independence of board 
members and their membership in 
board committees (in compliance with 
the Code).
3. If there is a person who controls 
the company, that person sets their 
plans with respect to the company in 
a special memorandum which is then 
disclosed.

observed Note: The company does not have a controlling 
person. 

6.2 The company should disclose, on a timely basis, full, updated and reliable information about itself so as to enable its shareholders and investors to 
make informed decisions.

6.2.1 The company should 
disclose information in 
accordance with the 
principles of regularity, 
consistency and timeliness, 
as well as accessibility, 
reliability, completeness and 
comparability of disclosed 
data.

1. The information policy of the 
company determines the approaches 
and criteria of identifying information 
which may substantially affect the 
standing of the company and the value 
of its securities and the procedures 
which ensure that such information is 
disclosed in a timely fashion.
2. If the company’s securities are 
traded on international organised 
markets, material information 
is disclosed both in the Russian 
Federation and on such markets in the 
same amount and at the same time or 
within the reporting period.
3. If foreign shareholders own a 
substantial number of shares in the 
company, the company discloses 
information not only in Russian, but 
in one of the most commonly-used 
foreign languages as well.

observed
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6.2.2 The company is advised 
against using a formalistic 
approach to information 
disclosure; it should disclose 
material information on its 
activities, even if disclosure 
of such information is not 
required by law.

1. During the course of the reporting 
period the company disclosed annual 
and semiannual financial statements 
prepared in compliance with IFRS.
The annual report of the company for 
the reporting period contains annual 
financial IFRS statements and the 
relevant audit report.
2. The company discloses full 
information about the structure of the 
capital of the company in compliance 
with Recommendation 290 of the 
Code in the annual report and on the 
website of the company.

partially
observed

The disclosure of information about the structure of 
share capital by the company is not fully in line with 
the Recommendation 290 of the Code; however, in 
the opinion of the company, the current scope of 
disclosure provides sufficient information about the 
structure of the share capital, and greater detail is not 
required. 

6.2.3 The company’s annual 
report, as one of the most 
important tools of its 
information exchange with 
its shareholders and other 
stakeholders, should contain 
information enabling one 
to evaluate the company’s 
performance results for the 
year.

1. The annual report of the company 
contains information about the key 
aspects of the company’s operational 
activities and financial results.
2. The annual report of the company 
contains information about the 
environmental and social aspects of 
the company’s activities.

observed

6.3 The company should provide information and documents requested by its shareholders in accordance with the principle of equal and unhindered 
accessibility.

6.3.1 Exercise by the shareholders 
of their right to access the 
company’s documents and 
information should not be 
unreasonably burdensome.

The procedure of information 
provision to shareholders (including 
information about the organisations 
controlled by the company) upon 
their request is not unreasonably 
burdensome.

observed

6.3.2 When providing information 
to its shareholders, the 
company should maintain 
a reasonable balance 
between the interests of 
individual shareholders and 
its own interests related to 
the fact that the company 
is interested in keeping 
confidential sensitive 
business information that 
might have a material impact 
on its competitiveness.

1. During the reporting period the 
company did not deny shareholders’ 
requests to provide information or 
such refusals were justified.
2. In cases specified in the information 
policy of the company shareholders 
are warned of the confidential nature 
of the information and undertake to 
protect its confidentiality.

observed

Additional Information

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
of the Code of Corporate Governance
CONTINUED
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7.1 Any actions which will or may materially affect the company’s share capital structure and its financial position and, accordingly, the position of its 
shareholders (“material corporate actions”) should be taken on fair terms and conditions ensuring that the rights and interests of the shareholders 
as well as other stakeholders are observed.

7.1.1 Material corporate actions 
shall be deemed to include 
reorganisation of the 
company, acquisition of 
30 or more percent of its 
voting shares (takeover), 
entering by the company into 
any material transactions, 
increasing or decreasing 
its share capital, listing and 
delisting of its shares, as well 
as other actions which might 
result in material changes in 
the rights of its shareholders 
or violation of their interests. 
It is recommended to include 
in the company’s articles of 
association a list of (criteria 
for identifying) transactions 
or other actions falling within 
the category of material 
corporate actions and 
provide therein that decisions 
on any such actions should 
fall within the jurisdiction 
of the company’s board of 
directors.

1. The company’s articles of 
association (charter) include a list of 
(criteria for identifying) transactions 
or other actions falling within the 
category of material corporate actions 
and provide therein that decisions 
on any such actions fall within the 
jurisdiction of the company’s board of 
directors. In cases when the indicated 
actions are within the purview of 
the general shareholders meeting in 
compliance with the requirements of 
the law, the board of directors issues 
recommendations to the shareholders.
2. The charter of the company 
determines the following (as a 
minimum) as material corporate 
actions: reorganisation of the 
company, acquisition of 30% and 
more of voting shares (takeover), major 
transactions, increase or reduction of 
the charter capital of the company, as 
well as the listing or delisting of the 
company’s shares.

not
observed

The charter of the company does not provide a 
list of material corporate actions and transactions. 
Nevertheless, the Regulations on the Audit Committee 
provide for a special procedure for work on strategic 
transactions which are described (criteria are provided) 
in the text of the Regulations

7.1.2 The board of directors 
should play a key role in 
passing resolutions or making 
recommendations relating to 
material corporate actions; 
for that purpose, it should 
rely on the opinions of the 
company’s independent 
directors.

The company has a procedure in place 
whereby independent directors state 
their position/opinion on material 
corporate actions prior to their 
approval

partially
observed

The Regulations on the Audit Committee provide 
for a special procedure for the execution of strategic 
transactions, which implies the establishment of a 
special committee consisting of independent directors 
of the company. There are no additional procedures 
for independent directors to voice their opinions on 
material corporate actions, but such decisions are 
taken by the board of directors after discussion at 
meetings of specialised committees or the board of 
directors’ meetings, during which all directors of the 
company, including independent directors, have the 
right to express their position on any issue under 
consideration, including material corporate actions.
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7.1.3 When taking any material 
corporate actions which 
would affect the rights or 
legitimate interests of the 
company’s shareholders, 
equal terms and conditions 
should be ensured for all of 
the shareholders; if statutory 
mechanisms designed to 
protect the shareholder 
rights prove to be insufficient 
for that purpose, additional 
measures should be taken 
with a view to protecting 
the rights and legitimate 
interests of the company’s 
shareholders. In such 
instances, the company 
should not only seek to 
comply with the formal 
requirements of the law but 
should also be guided by 
the principles of corporate 
governance set out in this 
Code.

1. The company’s articles of 
association (charter) establish lower 
criteria than those specified under 
the law for the categorization of the 
company’s transactions as material 
corporate actions.
2. During the reporting period all 
material corporate actions were 
subject to approval prior to their 
execution.

partially
observed

Refer to p. 7.1.3.
Recommendation 2 is observed by the company. 

7.2 The company should have in place such a procedure for taking any material corporate actions that would enable its shareholders to receive full 
information about such actions in due course and thus be in a position to influence them, and which would also guarantee that the shareholders’ 
rights are observed and duly protected in the event of taking such actions.

7.2.1 When disclosing information 
about material corporate 
actions, it is recommended to 
give explanations concerning 
reasons for, conditions 
and consequences of such 
actions.

During the course of the reporting 
period the company disclosed 
information (in detail) about material 
corporate actions in a timely fashion, 
including the reasons for, conditions 
and consequences of such actions.

observed

7.2.2 Rules and procedures in 
relation to material corporate 
actions taken by the 
company should be set out in 
its internal documents.

1. The company’s internal documents 
specify a procedure for the retention 
of the services of an independent 
appraiser to determine the value of 
the property being transferred or 
acquired under a major transaction or 
an interested-party transaction.
2. The company’s internal documents 
specify a procedure for the retention 
of the services of an independent 
appraiser to determine the purchase 
or buyback value of the shares of the 
company.
The documents of the company 
provide an extended list of reasons 
to deem members of the board of 
directors and other persons specified 
by the law to be interested parties in 
the transactions of the company.

partially
observed

The company’s internal documents do not provide 
for a special procedure applicable to the retention 
of an independent appraiser; the company retains 
an appraiser in cases specified by the law and also, 
if necessary, in cases when the company is taking 
material corporate actions because this is in line with 
the high standards of corporate governance adopted 
in the company. 

Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations  
of the Code of Corporate Governance
CONTINUED

Additional Information
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Mineral Resources Review

Dear Sirs,
RE: Review of the Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves of Public Joint Stock Company Uralkali located in the Russian Federation

1. INTRODUCTION
This is a report to confirm that SRK Consulting (UK) Limited (SRK) has reviewed all of the key information on which the most recently 
(1 January 2016) reported Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve statements for the mining assets of Public Joint Stock Company Uralkali 
(Uralkali or the Company) are based. Specifically it sets out SRK’s view regarding the tonnes and grade of rock which has the potential 
to be mined by the existing and planned mining operations (the Mineral Resource), the quantity of product expected to be produced as 
envisaged by the respective Business Plan (the Ore Reserve) and the work done to derive these.

SRK has not independently re-calculated Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimates for Uralkali’s operations but has, rather, reviewed 
the quantity and quality of the underlying data and the methodologies used to derive and classify the estimates as reported by Uralkali 
and made an opinion on these estimates including the tonnes, grade and quality of the potash planned to be exploited in the current 
mine plan, based on this review. SRK has then used this knowledge to derive audited resource and reserve statements according to the 
guidelines and terminology proposed in the JORC Code (2012 version).

This report presents both the existing Uralkali resource estimates according to Russian standard reporting terminology and guidelines 
and SRK’s audited JORC Code statements. All of these estimates are dated as of 1 January 2016. During 2011, Uralkali merged with 
JSC Silvinit (Silvinit) and the assets owned by Silvinit now fall under the ownership of Uralkali. SRK has restricted its assessment to the 
resources and reserves at Berezniki 2, Berezniki 4 and Ust-Yayvinsky (Uralkali’s original assets) and Solikamsk 1, Solikamsk 2, Solikamsk 3 
and Polovodovsky (the former Silvinit assets now under the ownership of Uralkali). 

In addition to this, Uralkali acquired an exploration licence during 2014, termed Romanov, which covers an area to the south of the current 
Berezniki operations. SRK understands this licence area was explored historically and is currently estimated to have resources classified in 
the Russian P1 and P2 categories. SRK understands that Uralkali has plans in place to undertake further exploration drilling on this licence 
and to then re-estimate the resources based on this drilling in due course and with a view to increasing the confidence in the assigned 
classification. SRK considers there to be insufficient data currently available to report these P1 and P2 resources as Mineral Resources as 
defined by the JORC Code in this case and therefore this licence is not discussed any further in this report. 

SRK Consulting (UK) Limited
5th Floor Churchill House
17 Churchill Way
City and County of Cardiff
CF10 2HH, Wales
United Kingdom
E-mail: enquiries@srk.co.uk
URL: www.srk.co.uk
Tel: + 44 (0) 2920 348 150
Fax: + 44 (0) 2920 348 199
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Table 1 1 below summarises the current licence status for each of the assets noted above.

Table 1 1: Uralkali Licence Summary

Deposit Registration No. Expiry Date Licence Type Area (km2)

Berezniki 2 2546 1st January 2021 Mining2 67.25
Berezniki 4 2545 1st January 2018* Mining1 183.60
Ust-Yayvinsky 2543 15th  April 2024 Exploration and Mining3 83.31
Solikamsk 1 2547 1st January 2018** Mining1 44.47
Solikamsk 2 2548 1st January 2021 Mining2 50.38
Solikamsk 3 2549 1st January 2018*** Mining2 110.01
Polovodovsky 2551 1st July 2028 Exploration and Mining2 381.01
Romanov 2550 25th July 2039 Exploration and Mining3 58.07
Solikamsk 1 2541 6th April 2035 Exploration and Mining4 8.58

 
1: Potassium salts, magnesium salts and rock salt 
2: Potassium salts and rock salt 
3: Potassium and magnesium salt 
4. Magnesium salt

SRK has been provided with copies of the licences above and has confirmed that the Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves stated in this 
report fall within the boundaries of such licences. SRK notes that all licences have been re-issued during 2015 with new licence numbers 
due to a re-naming of the Company to Public Joint Stock Company Uralkali, however, Uralkali has confirmed that the expiry dates and 
terms and conditions of these are unchanged. Further, SRK notes that a new licence for mining of carnalite ore has been issued during 
2015 (#2541) which relates to an area adjacent to Solikamsk-1 and the extreme western portion of Soliamsk-3. Uralkali has indicated that 
this material would be accessed for mining of carnalite from the existing infrastructure of Solikamsk-1 and therefore SRK has reported this 
material in the estimates given for this mine.

The licenses for all of the operating and development mines will expire within the term of the 20 year Business Plan, even though some of 
these mines are planned to continue operating beyond this time and have resources and reserves to support this. SRK, however, considers 
it reasonable to assume that Uralkali will obtain extensions to these licences in due course on application as long as it continues to fulfil its 
licence obligations.

2. QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF DATA
2.1 Original Uralkali Operations
The resource and reserve estimates derived by Uralkali are primarily based on exploration drilling undertaken between 1972 and 1998. A 
specially laid out drilling programme was developed for each mine with the aim of enabling 10% of the contained resources to be assigned 
to the A category of resources as defined by the Russian Reporting Code, 20% to the B category and 70% to the C1 category. 

The A category is the highest category in the Russian Reporting Code and only used where the stated tonnage and grade estimates are 
considered to be known to a very high degree of accuracy. The B, C1 and C2 categories are lower confidence categories, with C2 denoting 
the least level of confidence in the three categories. All of these categories, apart from C2, are acceptable for use in supporting mining 
plans and feasibility studies. In the case of the Uralkali assets, blocks have been assigned to the A category where the drillhole spacing is 
less than 1km, to the B category where the drillhole spacing is between 1 and 2km and to the C1 category where the drillhole spacing is 
2km. Areas drilled at a larger spacing than this, up to a 4km spacing, have been assigned to the C2 category, although only a very small 
proportion of Uralkali’s resources have been categorised as such.

Mineral Resources Review
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*  The licence was extended in December 2016 till 1 January 2043. 
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As a result of the above process, each mine is typically drilled on a 2 km by 2 km grid or less before a decision is taken to develop the 
mine. This information is, however, then supplemented by underground drilling once the access development is in place. This typically 
creates a grid of intersections measuring 400 m by 200 m. While Uralkali does not regularly upgrade the categorisation of its resources 
based on this drilling, which it rather uses to optimise the mining layouts, it does periodically undertake a re-estimation calculation on 
specific areas and will take into account the available data from this underground drilling in doing this where relevant. The most recent 
update of the estimation for Berezniki-4 for example was undertaken in 2006.

The drillholes, whether drilled from surface or underground, are sampled at intervals of at least 16cm and the samples are crushed and 
milled under the control of the geology department to produce an approximate 100 g sample prior to submission to the laboratory.

Assaying is carried out at an in-house laboratory. Approximately 5-6% of samples are repeat assayed internally while a similar percentage 
are sent to an independent third party external laboratory located in Berezniki (JSC Persil) for check assaying. All assaying is by classical 
wet chemistry techniques. 

2.2 Former Silvinit Operations
These deposits were discovered in 1925 and each has been subjected to a number of exploration and drilling campaigns as follows:

 › Solikamsk-1 – 7 phases between 1925 and 1990 (including exploration outside the current mining lease);
 › Solikamsk-2 – 7 phases between 1925 and 2002 (including exploration outside the current mining lease); and
 › Solikamsk-3 - 7 phases between 1957 and 1975; 

The resource and reserve estimates are therefore primarily based on exploration drilling undertaken between 1925 and 2002. There is 
no exploration drilling currently being undertaken from surface at the operating mines, however, exploration drilling has recently been 
undertaken at the Polovodovsky prospect and the resource estimate for this asset has been updated in two phases of work during 2013 
and 2014 and this updated estimated supersedes the original estimate undertaken in 1975. 

Exploration has generally been undertaken by State enterprises based in Solikamsk and Berezniki although the recent drilling at 
Polovodovsky has been undertaken by a third party contractor.

The total number of exploration holes and metres drilled at each mine/prospect is as follows: 

 › Solikamsk-1 – 53 holes for some 18,600 m;
 › Solikamsk-2 – 192 holes for some 5,700 m (of which some 95 are from underground);
 › Solikamsk-3 – 117 holes for some 45,250 m; and
 › Polovodovsky – 152 holes for some 50,800 m up to 1975 and 36 holes for some 12,650m between 2009 and 2012.
 
The diamond drillholes, whether drilled from surface or underground, were drilled with a diameter of either 92 mm or 112 mm for surface 
holes and 50-76 mm for underground holes. Holes were sampled at intervals between 10 cm and 6 m, averaging between 105 cm to 130 
cm. Core recovery through the sylvinite horizons is reported to be good at an average of 84-85%, while the recovery through the carnallite 
horizon at Solikamsk 1 is reported to be 74%.

Core is split in half with one half retained for reference and the other half crushed, milled and split under the control of the geology 
department to produce a small sample (100 g) for submission to the laboratory for assay.

Assaying is carried out at an in house laboratory using classical wet chemistry techniques. Approximately 5-6% of samples are repeat 
assayed internally while a similar percentage are sent to an independent third party external laboratory located in Berezniki (JSC Persil) for 
check assaying, which SRK understands to be at the neighbouring Uralkali mine laboratory.

A total of 423 samples have to date been taken for density measurements using the water displacement method. 

In the case of these former Silvinit mines, blocks have been assigned to the A category where the drillhole spacing is less than 1,200m, 
to the B category where the drillhole spacing is up to 2,400m and to the C1 category where the drillhole spacing is up to 4,000 m. 
Areas drilled at a larger spacing than this, but on average with a spacing of no less than 4,000 m have been assigned to the C2 category. 
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*  The licence was extended in December 2016 till 1 January 2043. 
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Each mine is drilled on an approximate 2.4km by 2.4km grid or less before a decision is taken to develop the mine.  This information is, 
however, then supplemented by underground drilling once the access development is in place. This typically creates a grid of intersections 
measuring from 100m by 300m or in cases up to 400 m by 800 m. As is the case with Uralkali, Silvinit did not upgrade the estimation or 
categorisation of its resources based on this underground drilling on a regular basis but rather used this to optimise the mining layouts. 
Notwithstanding this, a full re-estimation calculation was undertaken by Silvinit in 2006 (see below) for the Solikamsk mines and this took 
into account the available data from underground drilling where relevant.

3. RESOURCE ESTIMATION
3.1 Introduction
The most up to date resource statements produced by Uralkali are those derived for the annual 5GR reports produced this year which give 
the status as of 1 January 2016. The completion of 5GR reports is a statutory requirement. These estimates were produced using standard 
classical Russian techniques and are essentially based on calculations made in previous years and adjusted for mining during 2015. Given 
the current estimates reported herein are being produced before the end of 2015 and formal submission of 5GR reports by Uralkali, 
SRK notes that for the purposes of these estimates the depletion for mining is based on actual data for January to October inclusive and 
forecast data for November and December. This section therefore comments primarily on these statements.

The first resource estimates undertaken and approved for each of the former Silvinit operations were as follows:

 › Solikamsk 1 and 2 – 1952;
 › Solikamsk 3 – 1962; and
 › Polovodovsky – 1975
 
The resource estimates at each of the active mines have undergone various updates since this time, the most recent of which was in 
2006. These estimates were approved by the State Committee for Reserves and take into account all surface and underground drilling 
data available at that time. As noted above, additional exploration drilling has recently been undertaken at Polovodovsky, and the original 
estimate produced in 1975 has been updated during 2013 and 2014. 

3.2 Estimation Methodology
Each seam and each mine is treated separately in the resource estimation procedure. In each case the horizons are first divided into blocks 
such that each sub-divided block has reasonably consistent borehole spacing within it; that is more intensely drilled areas are subdivided 
from less intensely drilled areas. Each resulting “resource block” is then evaluated separately using the borehole intersections falling within 
that block only.

Specifically, composited K2O and MgO grades are derived for each borehole that intersected each block and mean grades are then 
derived for each block by simply calculating a length weighted average of all of these composited intersections. No top cuts are applied 
and all intersections are allocated the same weighting. 

A separate plan is produced for each seam showing the results of the above calculations, the lateral extent of each sub block, and any 
areas where the seams are not sufficiently developed. The aerial coverage of each block is then used with the mean thickness of the 
contained intersections to derive a block volume. The tonnage for each block is then derived from this by applying a specific gravity factor 
calculated by averaging all of the specific gravity determinations made from samples within that block. 

The data for each resulting block is plotted on a Horizontal Longitudinal Projection (HLP). This shows the horizontal projection of the 
extent of each block as well as its grade and contained tonnage. The HLP also shows the block classification, this being effectively a 
reflection of the confidence of the estimated tonnes and grade.

Mineral Resources Review
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3.3 Uralkali Resource Statements
Table 3 1 below summarises SRK’s understanding of the sylvinite resource statements prepared by Uralkali to reflect the status of its 
assets as of 1 January 2016. Uralkali’s statements are based on a minimum seam thickness of 2m and a minimum block grade which, 
dependent on the mine, varies between 11.4% K2O (Polovodovsky) and 15.5% K2O (Ust-Yayvinsky). Table 3 2 below summarises SRK’s 
understanding of the carnalite resource statement prepared by Uralkali to reflect the status of its assets as of 1 January 2016. Uralkali’s 
carnalite statements (Solikamsk-1 only) are based on a minimum seam thickness of 2m and a minimum block grade of 7.2% MgO. 

Table 3 1: Uralkali Sylvinite Mineral Resource Statement at 1 January 2016

Mine Category Tonnage (Mt) K2O (%) K2O (Mt)

Berezniki 2 A 7.7 33.7 2.6
B 47.6 23.2 11.0

C1 175.5 25.1 44.1
A+B+C1 230.8 25.0 57.7

C2 - - -
Berezniki 4 A 236.8 22.1 52.3

B 411.1 22.6 92.8
C1 1,003.1 20.6 206.8

A+B+C1 1,651.0 21.3 351.8
C2 310.3 26.8 83.3

Ust-Yayvinsky A 169.9 19.0 32.3
B 311.0 19.8 61.7

C1 809.7 19.8 160.4
A+B+C1 1,290.6 19.7 254.4

C2 - - -
Solikamsk 1 A 96.1 18.0 17.3

B 13.3 15.8 2.1
C1 165.4 17.1 28.4

A+B+C1 274.8 17.4 47.8
C2 - - -

Solikamsk 2 A 77.6 19.0 14.7
B 77.7 13.9 10.8

C1 842.8 17.5 147.7
A+B+C1 998.1 17.4 173.2

C2 - - -
Solikamsk 3 A 98.1 17.6 17.3

B 196.8 16.8 33.1
C1 1,005.0 17.2 172.8

A+B+C1 1,299.9 17.2 223.2
C2 - - -

Polovodovsky A - - -
B 312.8 17.1 53.6

C1 1,262.9 16.6 210.0
A+B+C1 1,575.7 16.7 263.5

C2 - - -
Summary All Mines

A 686.3 19.9 136.5
B 1,370.3 19.3 265.1

C1 5,264.4 18.4 970.0

A+B+C1 7,320.9 18.7 1,371.6
C2 310.3 26.8 83.3
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Table 3 2: Uralkali Carnalite Mineral Resource Statement at 1 January 2016.

Mine Category Tonnage (Mt) MgO (%) MgO (Mt)

Solikamsk 1 A 110.3 10.1 11.1
B 19.5 8.8 1.7

C1 55.1 8.1 4.5
A+B+C1 184.9 9.3 17.3

C2 - - -

SRK notes that while Mineral Resources for carnalite are only shown in this report at Solikamsk-1, as this is the only operation that is 
currently mining and processing such and where there is a plan to mine this in the future as is reflected in the Business Plan, there is 
carnalite present at other Uralkali sites, in particular at Ust-Yayvinsky. This has been estimated by Urakali and been assigned generally to 
B and C1 classification categories, however, as there is no plan currently to exploit this material at present then this mineralisation has 
been excluded from this report.

3.4 SRK Audited Mineral Resource Statements
Table 3 3 and Table 3 4 below present SRK’s audited Mineral Resource statements for sylvinite and carnalite respectively. SRK has 
re-classified the resource estimates using the terminology and guidelines proposed in the JORC Code. In doing this, SRK has reported 
those blocks classified as A or B by Uralkali as Measured, those blocks classified as C1 as Indicated and those blocks classed as C2 as 
Inferred. SRK’s audited Mineral Resource statements are reported inclusive of those Mineral Resources converted to Ore Reserves. The 
audited Ore Reserve is therefore a sub set of the Mineral Resource and should not be considered as additional to this.  

SRK has not attempted to optimise Uralkali’s Business Plan. Consequently, SRK’s audited resource statements are confined to those 
seams that both have the potential to be mined economically and which are currently being considered for mining by Uralkali only.

Table 3 3: SRK Audited Sylvinite Mineral Resource Statement at 1 January 2016

Category Tonnage (Mt) K2O (%) K2O (Mt)

Berezniki 2

Measured 55.3 24.6 13.6

Indicated 175.5 25.1 44.1
Measured + Indicated 230.8 25.0 57.7
Inferred - - -
Berezniki 4

Measured 647.9 22.4 145.0
Indicated 1,003.1 20.6 206.8
Measured + Indicated 1,651.0 21.3 351.8
Inferred 310.3 26.8 83.3
Ust-Yayvinsky

Measured 480.9 19.5 94.0
Indicated 809.7 19.8 160.4
Measured + Indicated 1,290.6 19.7 254.4
Inferred - - -
Solikamsk 1

Measured 109.4 17.8 19.4
Indicated 165.4 17.1 28.4
Measured + Indicated 274.8 17.4 47.8
Inferred - - -
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Category Tonnage (Mt) K2O (%) K2O (Mt)

Solikamsk 2

Measured 145.3 16.5 24.0
Indicated 809.2 17.5 141.4
Measured + Indicated 954.5 17.3 165.3
Inferred - - -
Solikamsk 3

Measured 294.9 17.1 50.4
Indicated 1,005.0 17.2 172.8
Measured + Indicated 1,299.9 17.2 223.2
Inferred - - -
Polovodovsky

Measured 312.8 17.1 53.6
Indicated 1,262.9 16.6 210.0
Measured + Indicated 1,575.7 16.7 263.5
Inferred - - -
Summary All Mines

Measured 2,046.5 19.5 400.0
Indicated 5,230.9 18.4 963.7
Measured + Indicated 7,277.4 18.7 1,363.7
Inferred 310.3 26.8 83.3

Table 3 4: SRK Audited Carnalite Mineral Resource Statement at 1 January 2016

Category Tonnage (Mt) MgO (%) MgO (Mt)

Solikamsk 1

Measured 129,8 9,9 12,8
Indicated 55,1 8,1 4,5
Measured + Indicated 184,9 9,3 17,3
Inferred - - -

3.5 SRK Comments
SRK has reviewed the estimation methodology used by Uralkali to derive the above estimates, and the geological assumptions made, 
and considers these to be reasonable given the information available. SRK has also undertaken various re-calculations both of individual 
blocks and seams as a whole and has in all cases found no material errors or omissions. 

Overall, SRK considers the resource estimates reported by Uralkali to be a reasonable reflection of the total quantity and quality of 
material demonstrated to be present at the assets and which has potential to be exploited as of 1 January 2016.

The audited Mineral Resource statement as at 1 January 2016 presented above is different to that presented as at 1 January 2015. 
This is partly a function of mining activity during 2015 and some minor re-assessments completed during the year by Uralkali. The most 
significant change to the Mineral Resource statement, however, relates to the inclusion of additional carnallite resources falling within 
the new licence (#2541) acquired during the year. For the purposes of the carnalite Mineral Resources presented above, this is now the 
combined total of licence #2541 and #2547.

For the purposes of SRK’s reporting of the Mineral Resource in Table 3 3 in accordance with the JORC Code, it is noted that there is a 
difference of some 43.6Mt between this and the Mineral Resource as reported by Uralkali in Table 3 1 for Solikamsk-2. SRK has reduced 
the Mineral Resource of Solikamsk-2 by this amount as a result of the water inflow incident which is described further below in Section 
4.4. The removal of this material relates to the area where a new inter-mine isolation pillar will be left to protect the southernmost area 
of Solikamsk-2. 

Additional Information
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4. ORE RESERVE ESTIMATION
4.1 Introduction
Uralkali does not report reserves as these are typically defined by reporting guidelines and terminology developed in Europe, North 
America and Australia; that is, estimates of the tonnage and grade of total material that is planned to be delivered to the various 
processing plants over the life of the mine. SRK has therefore derived estimates of such using historical information supplied by Uralkali 
and gained during its site visits regarding the mining losses and dilution experienced during mining to date. SRK has also restricted the 
resulting estimates to those areas planned to be mined by Uralkali in its Business Plan during the next 20 years from 2016 to 2035 
inclusive. The Business Plan assumes that Uralkali will successfully re-negotiate its Licences and the Ore Reserve Statements therefore also 
assume this will be the case.   .   

4.2 Modifying Factors
The Modifying Factors applicable to the derivation of reserves comprise estimates for ore losses and planned and unplanned dilution 
associated with the separation of the ore and waste. This is normally a function of the orebody characteristics and mining methods 
selected. 

The Modifying Factors considered by SRK to be appropriate for the sylvinite and carnalite being mined at each of the assets are shown 
below in Table 4 1 below. The Tonnage Conversion Factor takes into account both the percentage of material left behind in pillars and the 
amount of dilution included when mining the ore and is applied to the in situ resource tonnage to derive the tonnage of material expected 
to be delivered to the plants.  The K2O/MgO Grade Conversion Factor accounts for the difference in grade between the in situ resource 
and the above plant feed tonnage as a result of incorporation within the latter of waste extracted along with this and is therefore applied 
to the in situ grade to derive the grade of ore expected to be delivered to the plants.

Uralkali undertakes an annual reconciliation to compare the ore tonnes mined each year with the resource that has been sterilised by this 
mining and it is these figures for the last 8 to 10 years that SRK has reviewed to derive Tonnage Conversion Factor. Similarly Uralkali keeps 
a record of the in situ grade of the material sterilised by mining each year and SRK has compared these with the grade of material reported 
to have been fed to the plants over the last 8 to 10 years to derive the Grade Conversion Factor. Given this, SRK is confident that the 
Modifying Factors used reflect the geometry of the orebodies being mined and the mining methods currently being used.     

Table 4 1: SRK Modifying Factors

Description Tonnage Conversion
Factor (%)

Grade Conversion
Factor (%)

Solikamsk 1 (sylvinite) 41% 92%
Solikamsk 1 (sylvinite) 31% 97%
Solikamsk 2 46% 88%
Solikamsk 3 51% 88%
Berezniki 2 36% 82%
Berezniki 4 44% 88%
Ust-Yayvinsky 37% 85%

4.3 SRK Audited Reserve Statements
As with its audited Mineral Resource statements, SRK’s Ore Reserve statements have been re-classified using the terminology and 
guidelines proposed in the JORC Code. To facilitate this, SRK has been provided with actual production and operating cost data for 2009 
to 2015 and a revised production forecast for 2016 to 2035 inclusive reflecting Uralkali’s current plans regarding the refurbishment of 
some existing processing facilities and also the installation of additional facilities.  

SRK’s audited Ore Reserve statement is therefore confined to those seams that are currently being considered for mining within the 
next 20 years only. Specifically, SRK has classed that material reported in the tables above as a Measured Mineral Resource, and which is 
planned to be exploited within the first ten years of the Business Plan, as a Proved Ore Reserve; and that material reported in the tables 
above as an Indicated Mineral Resource, and which is planned to be exploited within the Business Plan, and also that material reported 
above as a Measured Mineral Resource, but which is planned to be mined during the second 10 years of the Business Plan, as a Probable 
Ore Reserve. 
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SRK’s Ore Reserve statement does not include any material from Polovodovsky, however, it does include an Ore Reserve for Ust-Yayvinsky 
which is currently under construction. In the case of Polovodovsky, the feasibility studies are on-going. In the case of Ust-Yayvinsky, 
however, the work has been completed to an advanced stage, detailed project documentation has been completed and the necessary 
permits are in place. Furthermore, work on shaft construction has commenced and is in progress.  SRK has derived Ore Reserve estimates 
for Ust-Yayvinsky using information obtained from Uralkali but also taking cognisance of the historical information regarding the mining 
losses and dilution experienced during mining to date at Uralkali’s existing operations.

SRK can confirm that the Ore Reserve Statements presented in Table 4 2 and Table 4 3 below, for sylvinite and carnalite respectively, have 
been derived from the resource blocks provided to SRK and incorporate sufficient estimates for ore losses and dilution based on actual 
historical data. The break-even price required to support this statement over the period of the business plan is between USD60-75/
tonne product produced, in January 2016 terms. This is calculated as the price required to cover all cash operating costs but excluding 
distribution costs (i.e. all on site mining, processing, maintenance and G&A operating costs). SRK notes that the break-even price has 
reduced significantly in USD terms from that estimated historically by SRK and this is a result of the significant change in inflation and 
exchange rates during the course of 2014 and 2015. SRK estimates that if these both returned to levels seen before 2014 then the break-
even price would be in the region of USD90-110/tonne product.

Table 4 2: SRK Audited Sylvinite Ore Reserve Statement at 1 January 2016

Category Tonnage (Mt) K2O (%) K2O (Mt)

Berezniki 2
Proven 19.9 20.2 4.0
Probable 61.8 20.6 12.7
Total 81.7 20.5 16.8
Berezniki 4
Proven 162.1 19.7 31.9
Probable 163.0 19.3 31.5
Total 325.1 19.5 63.4
Ust- Yayvinsky
Proven 53.8 16.6 8.9
Probable 110.0 16.7 18.4
Total 163.8 16.7 27.3
Solikamsk 1
Proven 44.9 16.3 7.3
Probable 47.1 15.8 7.4
Total 91.9 16.1 14.8
Solikamsk 2
Proven 66.8 14.5 9.7
Probable 101.6 15.4 15.6
Total 168.4 15.1 25.3
Solikamsk 3
Proven 133.6 15.0 20.1
Probable 137.4 15.1 20.8
Total 271.0 15.1 40.9
Polovodovsky
Proven - - -
Probable - - -
Total - - -
Summary All Mines
Proven 481.1 17.0 82.0
Probable 620.8 17.1 106.4
Total 1,102.0 17.1 188.4
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Table 4 3: SRK Audited Carnalite Ore Reserve Statement at 1 January 2016

Category Tonnage (Mt) MgO (%) MgO (Mt)

Solikamsk 1

Proven 12.8 9.6 1.2
Probable - - -
Total 12.8 9.6 1.2

SRK can also confirm that no Inferred Mineral Resources have been converted to Ore Reserves and notes that the Mineral Resource 
statements reported above are inclusive of, and therefore include, those Mineral Resources used to generate the Ore Reserves.

The large difference between SRK’s audited Mineral Resource statement and its audited Ore Reserve statement is partly a function of 
the relatively low mining recovery inherent in the Room and Pillar mining method employed and partly a function of the fact that SRK 
has limited the Ore Reserve statement to that portion of the Mineral Resource on which an appropriate level of technical work has been 
completed. In this case this relates to the period covered by the 20 years of Uralkali’s Business Plan. 

Notwithstanding this, SRK considers that the actual life of some of the mines will extend beyond the current 20 year period covered by 
the Business Plan. In particular, at the currently assumed production rates, the following mines have the potential to extend beyond that 
covered by the current 20 year Business Plan approximately as follows:

 › Berezniki 4: 22 years
 › Solikamsk 1: 5 years
 › Solikamsk 2: 27 years
 › Solikamsk 3: 28 years
 
Furthermore, Ust-Yayvsinky is assumed to commence production in 2020, and while it is therefore operational over 16 years of the 20 
years covered by the Business Plan, at the currently assumed forecast steady state production rates it has the potential to continue 
production for an additional 16 years beyond this.

4.4SRK Comments
While the overall audited Ore Reserve statement as at 1 January 2016 presented above has a similar total tonnage to that presented as 
at 1 January 2015, individual differences at each individual mine are as a result of mining during 2015, the extension of, and revisions to, 
the forecast mined tonnages in the Uralkali Business Plan to 2035 and the revisions to the Mineral Resource statements commented upon 
earlier in this report. 

While the previous Ore Reserve statement as at 1 January 2015 had a significant change compared to the prior statement as at 1 January 
2014, due to the water inflow incident at Solikamsk-2, SRK understands that this is now under control and as such the Business Plan 
which influences the current Ore Reserve statement is largely the same as the Business Plan which influenced the previous Ore Reserve 
statement. The current Business Plan reflects a reduction in the assumed mined tonnages between 2016 and 2021 to account for this 
incident.

With regards to the reduction in mined tonnages at Solikamsk-2 noted above, on 18 November 2014, a sudden water inflow event 
occurred underground in Solikamsk-2 associated with a collapse in the overlying strata and development of a sinkhole at surface. This 
occurred in the northern extremity of the Solikamks-2 licence area. A number of responses by Uralkali included:

 › Revisions to the overall mine planning and scheduling; 
 › Installation of a groundwater dewatering ring at surface (commissioned February 2015);
 › A change in the mine development plan at Solikamsk-2 with a “new Solikamsk-2” mine now planned to be established which will be fully 
separated from the Solikamsk-2 mine by an inter-mine isolation pillar.  This has resulted in the requirement for a new shaft to service the 
“new Solikamsk-2” mine;

Mineral Resources Review
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 › Further measures to reinforce the existing bulkheads between Solikamsk-2 and Solikamsk-1 mines to prevent water ingress between the 
two in the event of complete flooding of the former;

 › Backfilling measures in order to minimise potential future subsidence impacts to surface infrastructure including railway lines; 
 › Measures to minimise water inflow including the installation of a surface conveyor delivering clay material in to the sinkhole to fill the 
void to a certain level and the drilling of additional holes around the sink hole into which a mixture of clay and cement is pumped to fill 
voids; and

 › Increased surface monitoring of the collapse zone and new underground seismograph monitoring stations. 

On-going monitoring during 2015 has indicated that the measures put in place have controlled the inflow and that with these measures in 
place, Uralkali is confident it can continue mining the Solikamsk-2 mine from the existing infrastructure for another 6 to 7 years. Although 
SRK understands that the Solikamsk-2 sinkhole has occurred in an area of old workings and has not directly affected the production areas 
currently located in the southern part of the licence area, production capacity has been impacted by:

 › The installation of emergency pumping facilities at the shaft; 
 › Working areas being restricted to those panels located immediately north of inter-mine isolation pillar noted above;
 › Stopping development into new working areas located south of the southern barrier pillar; and 
 › A preference to mitigate against future production losses in the event that production from Solikamsk-2 has to be halted completely.
 
For the purposes of the current Business Plan, Uralkali has therefore assumed that for the next 6 years, mine production from Solikamsk-2 
will be restricted to 4.8Mtpa compared to a potential current capacity of 10Mtpa. By 2022 it is assumed that the mine production 
will increase to 10Mtpa following the sinking of a new shaft complex to service the “‘new Solikamsk-2” mine. While SRK accepts the 
changes made to the current Business Plan to reflect this issue, SRK considers there remains a risk that the flooding event cannot be fully 
controlled over the full duration of the next 6 years which would result in the current shaft at Solikamsk-2 becoming inoperable. Were this 
to occur, then the Ore Reserve at Solikamsk-2 could reduce further than reported herein and no production would be able to occur from 
this mine until the new shaft complex has been constructed, which will take some 6-7 years to complete. Uralkali has assumed that a new 
shaft complex can be constructed and be operational by 2022, which while SRK considers to be aggressive, could be achievable assuming 
no issues arise during the design, permitting and construction process and given that Uralkali can apply its recent experience on such 
undertakings for the construction of the Ust-Yayvinsky mine which is currently underway. 

In addition to the above, the 20 year Business Plan includes a number of expansions to both the Uralkali and former Silvinit operations 
(the capital costs of which have been taken into account in Uralkali’s Business Plan and which SRK has taken account of in determining 
the economics of the operations) and as such the Ore Reserve reported here takes into account the additional amount of material planned 
to be mined over this period. SRK notes that the forecast production assumptions at some of the mines and processing facilities are 
somewhat higher than that actually achieved in the last few years but understands that this reduced production rate has primarily been 
driven by the prevailing market conditions rather than capacity constraints at the various operations. SRK therefore assumes that the 
forecast increase in production levels at each of the facilities is warranted and justified based on Uralkali’s market expectations going 
forward.  

SRK has reviewed the expansions proposed by Uralkali and considers the work proposed and the timeline assumed for the work to be 
completed to be generally reasonable and achievable. Further, while SRK has not reviewed the capital cost estimates in detail, SRK is 
confident that these are justified based on Uralkali’s current price forecasts. In some cases, the expansion projects are already underway 
and some of the increases to processing capacities are assumed to be achieved by de-bottlenecking the existing facilities in addition to 
upgrading and adding new equipment and processing lines. SRK notes that in order to achieve these increases in production, Uralkali will 
need to ensure that sufficient resources, management and staffing are available given that many of these expansions are forecast to take 
place simultaneously and alongside major construction projects, such as that underway at Ust-Yayvinsky.

5.CONCLUDING REMARKS
In SRK’s opinion the Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve statements as included herein are materially compliant with the JORC Code and 
are valid as at 1 January 2016.  In accordance with additional reporting requirements of the latest version of the JORC Code (2012), 
included in an Appendix to this report are the JORC checklist tables which include additional details and commentary on “Sampling 
Techniques and Data”, “Estimation and Reporting of Mineral Resources” and “Estimation and Reporting of Ore Reserves”.

SRK considers that should the Ore Reserves as presented herein be re-stated in accordance with the reporting requirements of the 
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United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), specifically Securities Act Industry Guide 7 (“Industry Guide 7”), such Ore 
Reserves would not be materially different. SRK however notes that certain terms as used in this letter, such as “resources” are prohibited 
when reporting in accordance with Industry Guide 7. 

Yours Faithfully,

Nick Fox, 
Principal Consultant 
(Geology/Mineral Economics), 
SRK Consulting (UK) Limited

Dr Mike Armitage 
Chairman & Corporate Consultant 
(Resource Geology), 
SRK Consulting (UK) Limited
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APPENDIX.  JORC CHECKLIST TABLES 

Section 1 Sampling Techniques and Data

Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Sampling techniques • Nature and quality of sampling (e.g. cut channels, random 
chips, or specific specialised industry standard measurement 
tools appropriate to the minerals under investigation, such 
as down hole gamma sondes, or handheld XRF instruments, 
etc.). These examples should not be taken as limiting the broad 
meaning of sampling.
• Include reference to measures taken to ensure sample 
representivity and the appropriate calibration of any 
measurement tools or systems used.
• Aspects of the determination of mineralisation that are 
Material to the Public Report.
• In cases where ‘industry standard’ work has been done this 
would be relatively simple (e.g. ‘reverse circulation drilling was 
used to obtain 1 m samples from which 3 kg was pulverised 
to produce a 30 g charge for fire assay’). In other cases more 
explanation may be required, such as where there is coarse gold 
that has inherent sampling problems. Unusual commodities 
or mineralisation types (e.g. submarine nodules) may warrant 
disclosure of detailed information.

The Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimates derived for 
Berezniki projects are primarily based on surface exploration 
drilling undertaken between 1972 and 1998.

The Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimates derived for 
Solikamsk projects are primarily based on surface exploration 
drilling undertaken between 1925 and 2012.

Exploration was generally undertaken by State enterprises based 
in Solikamsk and Berezniki.

Further underground drilling is taking place at the operating 
mines and data from this is also used to update the Resource 
Estimates from time to time.

Drilling techniques Drill type (e.g. core, reverse circulation, open-hole hammer, 
rotary air blast, auger, Bangka, sonic, etc.) and details (e.g. core 
diameter, triple or standard tube, depth of diamond tails, face-
sampling bit or other type, whether core is oriented and if so, by 
what method, etc.).

The diamond drillholes drilled from surface and underground were 
drilled with a diameter of either 92 mm or 112 mm for surface 
holes and 50-76 mm for underground holes. In all cases holes 
were sampled at intervals between 10 cm and 6 m, averaging 
between 105 cm and 130 cm.

Drill sample recovery • Method of recording and assessing core and chip sample 
recoveries and results assessed.
• Measures taken to maximise sample recovery and ensure 
representative nature of the samples.
• Whether a relationship exists between sample recovery and 
grade and whether sample bias may have occurred due to 
preferential loss/gain of fine/coarse material.

Core recovery through the sylvinite horizons is reported to be 
good at an average of 84-85%, while the recovery through the 
carnallite horizon at Solikamsk 1 is reported to be 74%.

Logging • Whether core and chip samples have been geologically and 
geotechnically logged to a level of detail to support appropriate 
Mineral Resource estimation, mining studies and metallurgical 
studies.
• Whether logging is qualitative or quantitative in nature. Core 
(or costean, channel, etc.) photography.
• The total length and percentage of the relevant intersections 
logged.

Drill core samples are subject to the follow analysis:
• detailed description based on visual identification of units, 
seams and layers;
• field identification of mineral and lithological composition;
• photography (recent years);
• assaying (see below);
• geophysical logging (for all holes since 1952); 
During drilling from the surface, the following geophysical analysis 
is undertaken:
• gamma-logging;
• neutron gamma-logging;
• caliper logging;
• inclinometer survey;
• electric logging;
• resistivity metering;
• thermometric measurements;
• gas logging.

For Berezniki operating mines some 76,600m of core from 
exploration holes have been logged.

For Solikamsk operating mines some 69,600m of core from 
exploration holes have been logged.
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Sub-sampling 
techniques and 
sample preparation

• If core, whether cut or sawn and whether quarter, half or all 
core taken.
• If non-core, whether riffled, tube sampled, rotary split, etc. and 
whether sampled wet or dry.
• For all sample types, the nature, quality and appropriateness of 
the sample preparation technique.
• Quality control procedures adopted for all sub-sampling stages 
to maximise representivity of samples.
• Measures taken to ensure that the sampling is representative 
of the in situ material collected, including for instance results for 
field duplicate/second-half sampling.
• Whether sample sizes are appropriate to the grain size of the 
material being sampled.

Core is split in half with one half retained for reference and the 
other half crushed, milled and split under the control of the 
Company geology department to produce a small sample (100 g) 
for submission to the laboratory for assay.

Assaying is carried out at an in house laboratory using classical 
wet chemistry techniques. Approximately 5-6% of samples are 
repeat assayed internally while a similar percentage are sent to 
an external laboratory for check assaying.

Quality of assay data 
and laboratory tests

• The nature, quality and appropriateness of the assaying and 
laboratory procedures used and whether the technique is 
considered partial or total.
• For geophysical tools, spectrometers, handheld XRF 
instruments, etc., the parameters used in determining the 
analysis including instrument make and model, reading times, 
calibrations factors applied and their derivation, etc.
• Nature of quality control procedures adopted (e.g. standards, 
blanks, duplicates, external laboratory checks) and whether 
acceptable levels of accuracy (i.e. lack of bias) and precision have 
been established.

See comments above.

Verification of 
sampling and assaying

• The verification of significant intersections by either 
independent or alternative company personnel.
• The use of twinned holes.
• Documentation of primary data, data entry procedures, data 
verification, data storage (physical and electronic) protocols.
• Discuss any adjustment to assay data.

See comments above.

Given that most of the quoted Mineral Resource and Ore 
Reserve relates to operating mines, verification is undertaken by 
means of annual reconciliations of actual production compared 
to the resource model. This informs the modifying factors used 
to derive the Ore Reserves (see Section 4).

Location of data 
points

• Accuracy and quality of surveys used to locate drill holes (collar 
and down-hole surveys), trenches, mine workings and other 
locations used in Mineral Resource estimation.
• Specification of the grid system used.
• Quality and adequacy of topographic control.

Since 1939, topographic and geodesic surveys have been 
undertaken to generate topographic maps scales 1:10,000 and 
1:5,000. 
Topographic and geodesic surveys are performed by specialist 
organisations under the instruction of Uralkali. 
 
At present, the hole coordinate location is performed using 
satellite double-frequency and single-frequency instruments 
based on the State Geodesic Polygonal Grid Class 4, in static 
mode, within 20 minutes, under plane accuracy 5 mm and height 
accuracy 10 mm.

Data spacing and 
distribution

• Data spacing for reporting of Exploration Results.
• Whether the data spacing and distribution is sufficient 
to establish the degree of geological and grade continuity 
appropriate for the Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve 
estimation procedure(s) and classifications applied.
• Whether sample compositing has been applied.

The general drill spacing of surface drill holes relative to Russian 
Resource classification categories (see Section 3 below) is as 
follows:
Berezniki Mines
A Category: less than 1,000m
B Category: between 1,000m and up to 2,000m
C1 Category: between 2,000m and 4,000m
C2 Category: ~4,000m (or greater) spacing
Solikamsk Mines
A Category: less than 1,200m
B Category: between 1,200m and up to 2,400m
C1 Category: between 2,400m and 4,000m
C2 Category: ~4,000m (or greater) spacing

In addition to the above, underground drilling is undertaken at the 
operating mine on a general spacing of approximately 400m. 

Mineral Resources Review
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Orientation of data in 
relation to geological 
structure

• Whether the orientation of sampling achieves unbiased 
sampling of possible structures and the extent to which this is 
known, considering the deposit type.
• If the relationship between the drilling orientation and the 
orientation of key mineralised structures is considered to have 
introduced a sampling bias, this should be assessed and reported 
if material.

All drill holes have been drilled vertically through a flat lying/
gently dipping and undulating orebody, which SRK considers is 
appropriate.

Sample security • The measures taken to ensure sample security. Core samples taken from surface holes are kept in covered 
storage, until the state Examination is passed, after which this is 
discarded. 

Of the core material taken from underground holes, samples are 
prepared for chemical assays and physical and mechanic studies. 
Sample duplicates are kept in underground storages and are 
discarded after panels (blocks) are completely mined out.

Audits or reviews • The results of any audits or reviews of sampling techniques 
and data.

The work undertaken by SRK represents an audit of the Mineral 
Resource estimates derived by Uralkali. SRK considers the 
sample collection and assaying techniques to be appropriate for 
the style of geometry and style of mineralisation and the data 
is suitable for use in the Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve 
estimates. 

The Russian State authority RosGeoFond also reviews reports 
on resource re-estimations (via the 5GR statement submitted 
annually by Uralkali).  The Russian State Reserves Commission 
(GKZ) also undertakes audits and reviews of the resources 
statements.

Section 3 Estimation and Reporting of Mineral Resources

Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Database integrity • Measures taken to ensure that data has not been corrupted 
by, for example, transcription or keying errors, between its initial 
collection and its use for Mineral Resource estimation purposes.
• Data validation procedures used.

SRK has reviewed the drill logs/assay results, plan view 
geological and resource block interpretations and resulting 
block listings and resource calculations and undertaken check 
calculations and found no material errors or omissions.

Site visits •Comment on any site visits undertaken by the Competent 
Person and the outcome of those visits.
•If no site visits have been undertaken indicate why this is the 
case.

SRK has undertaken an annual site visit since 2007 to the 
operating mines, processing plants and associated surface 
infrastructure facilities.

Geological 
interpretation

• Confidence in (or conversely, the uncertainty of) the 
geological interpretation of the mineral deposit.
• Nature of the data used and of any assumptions made.
• The effect, if any, of alternative interpretations on Mineral 
Resource estimation.
• The use of geology in guiding and controlling Mineral 
Resource estimation.
• The factors affecting continuity both of grade and geology.

High confidence in the geological interpretation of the 
deposit based on various phases of exploration and first hand 
observation from underground mining operations.

The upper and lower limits of the mineralisation are well defined.
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Dimensions • The extent and variability of the Mineral Resource expressed 
as length (along strike or otherwise), plan width, and depth 
below surface to the upper and lower limits of the Mineral 
Resource.

Each deposit is flat lying/gently dipping and with minor 
undulations:

Berezniki Mine 2 (Durmanski Licence Area). This licence extends 
some 7.9km north-south and 7.7km east-west and covers an 
area of about 67km2. The average depth of the seams mined is 
about 345m and the average thickness between 2.5m and 4.5m.
Berezniki Mine 4 (Bygelso-Troitski Licence). This licence extends 
some 12km north-south and 17km east-west and covers an 
area of about 183km2. The average depth of the seams mined is 
about 320m and they have an average thickness of 3m.
Ust-Yayvinksy Mine (Ust-Yayvinsky Licence). This is currently 
under construction. The licence extends up to some 10.8km 
by 10.3km and covers an area of about 83km2. The average 
depth of the seams to be mined is about 390m and they have an 
average thickness of between 3and 5m.
Solikamsk Mine 1 (Solikamsk Lease Northern Part). This licence 
extends some 6.3km by 6.3km and covers an area of about 
44km2. The depth of the seams mined is between 260 and 
350m with they have a thickness of between 3 and 5.5m.
Solikamsk Mine 2 (Solikamsk Lease Southern Part). This licence 
extends some 8.6km by 7.3km and covers an area of about 
50km2. The depth of the seams mined is between 200 and 
300m and they have a thickness of between 4.5 and 6m.
Solikamsk Mine 3 (Novo-Solikamsk Licence). This licence 
extends some 16.4km by 8.9km and covers an area of about 
110km2. The depth of the seams mined is between 250 and 
380m with they have a thickness of between 3and 4m.
Polovodovsky. This licence extends up to some 30km by 29km 
and covers an area of about 381km2. The average depth of the 
seams is about 270m and they have a thickness of between 
3.4-4.2m. The Polovodovsky licence contains Mineral Resources 
only while all other licences have declared Ore Reserves (see Section 
4 below).

Estimation and 
modeling techniques

• The nature and appropriateness of the estimation technique(s) 
applied and key assumptions, including treatment of extreme 
grade values, domaining, interpolation parameters and 
maximum distance of extrapolation from data points. If a 
computer assisted estimation method was chosen include a 
description of computer software and parameters used.
• The availability of check estimates, previous estimates and/
or mine production records and whether the Mineral Resource 
estimate takes appropriate account of such data.
• The assumptions made regarding recovery of by-products.
• Estimation of deleterious elements or other non-grade 
variables of economic significance (e.g. sulphur for acid mine 
drainage characterisation).
• In the case of block model interpolation, the block size 
in relation to the average sample spacing and the search 
employed.
• Any assumptions behind modelling of selective mining units.
• Any assumptions about correlation between variables.
• Description of how the geological interpretation was used to 
control the resource estimates.
• Discussion of basis for using or not using grade cutting or 
capping.
• The process of validation, the checking process used, 
the comparison of model data to drill hole data, and use of 
reconciliation data if available.

Each seam and each mine is treated separately in the resource 
estimation procedure. In each case the horizons are first divided 
into blocks such that each sub-divided block has reasonably 
consistent borehole spacing within it; that is more intensely 
drilled areas are subdivided from less intensely drilled areas. Each 
resulting “resource block” is then evaluated separately using the 
borehole intersections falling within that block only.
Specifically, composited K2O and MgO grades are derived for 
each borehole that intersected each block and mean grades 
are then derived for each block by simply calculating a length 
weighted average of all of these composited intersections. No 
top cuts are applied and all intersections are allocated the same 
weighting. 
A separate plan is produced for each seam showing the results 
of the above calculations, the lateral extent of each sub-block, 
and any areas where the seams are not sufficiently developed. 
The aerial coverage of each block is then used with the mean 
thickness of the contained intersections to derive a block volume. 
The tonnage for each block is then derived from this by applying 
a specific gravity factor calculated by averaging all of the specific 
gravity determinations made from samples within that block. 
The data for each resulting block is plotted on a Horizontal 
Longitudinal Projection (HLP). This shows the horizontal 
projection of the extent of each block as well as its grade and 
contained tonnage. The HLP also shows the block classification, 
this being effectively a reflection of the confidence in the 
estimated tonnes and grade.
SRK considers the Mineral Resource estimation methodology to 
be appropriate for the geometry and style of mineralisation and 
available data.

Mineral Resources Review
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Moisture • Whether the tonnages are estimated on a dry basis or with 
natural moisture, and the method of determination of the 
moisture content.

The resource estimates are expressed on a dry tonnage basis and 
in-situ moisture content is not estimated.

Cut-off parameters • The basis of the adopted cut-off grade(s) or quality 
parameters applied.

Uralkali’s sylvinite Mineral Resource statements are based on 
a minimum seam thickness of 2m and a minimum block grade 
which dependent on the mine varies between 11.4% and 15.5% 
K2O. Uralkali’s carnalite Mineral Resource statements are based 
on a minimum seam thickness of 2m and a minimum block grade 
of 7.2% MgO.

Mining factors or 
assumptions

• Assumptions made regarding possible mining methods, 
minimum mining dimensions and internal (or, if applicable, 
external) mining dilution. It is always necessary as part of the 
process of determining reasonable prospects for eventual 
economic extraction to consider potential mining methods, 
but the assumptions made regarding mining methods and 
parameters when estimating Mineral Resources may not always 
be rigorous. Where this is the case, this should be reported with 
an explanation of the basis of the mining assumptions made.

Five of the seven areas with a reported Mineral Resource are 
underground mines (room and pillar) which have been operating 
for a number of years. 

Ust-Yayvinsky is under construction and studies have been 
undertaken to determine the economic viability of this. A Room 
and Pillar mining method is also planned for this mine. Refer to 
Section 4 for mining factors and assumptions for conversion to 
Ore Reserves.

Polovodovsky is currently reported as a Mineral Resource only 
and feasibility studies are underway for the development of this. 

Metallurgical factors 
or assumptions

• The basis for assumptions or predictions regarding 
metallurgical amenability. It is always necessary as part of the 
process of determining reasonable prospects for eventual 
economic extraction to consider potential metallurgical 
methods, but the assumptions regarding metallurgical treatment 
processes and parameters made when reporting Mineral 
Resources may not always be rigorous. Where this is the case, 
this should be reported with an explanation of the basis of the 
metallurgical assumptions made.

Refer to comment above regarding mining factors and 
assumptions and also to Section 4 regarding Ore Reserves.

Environmental factors 
or assumptions

• Assumptions made regarding possible waste and process 
residue disposal options. It is always necessary as part of the 
process of determining reasonable prospects for eventual 
economic extraction to consider the potential environmental 
impacts of the mining and processing operation. While at this 
stage the determination of potential environmental impacts, 
particularly for a greenfields project, may not always be well 
advanced, the status of early consideration of these potential 
environmental impacts should be reported. Where these 
aspects have not been considered this should be reported with 
an explanation of the environmental assumptions made.

Existing infrastructure is in place at the operating mines including 
facilities to dispose of salt and slimes waste. Expansion of these 
facilities or construction of new ones can take place as required.

Bulk density • Whether assumed or determined. If assumed, the basis for 
the assumptions. If determined, the method used, whether wet 
or dry, the frequency of the measurements, the nature, size and 
representativeness of the samples.
• The bulk density for bulk material must have been measured 
by methods that adequately account for void spaces (vugs, 
porosity, etc.), moisture and differences between rock and 
alteration zones within the deposit.
• Discuss assumptions for bulk density estimates used in the 
evaluation process of the different materials.

Bulk density measurements are taken from historical drill core 
samples and also actual measurements during the course of 
operations.

Classification • The basis for the classification of the Mineral Resources into 
varying confidence categories.
• Whether appropriate account has been taken of all relevant 
factors (i.e. relative confidence in tonnage/grade estimations, 
reliability of input data, confidence in continuity of geology and 
metal values, quality, quantity and distribution of the data).
• Whether the result appropriately reflects the Competent 
Person’s view of the deposit.

SRK has reclassified the Russian classification categories in 
accordance with the JORC Code.

Generally, SRK has reported those blocks classified as A or B 
per the Russian classification system as Measured, those blocks 
classified as C1 as Indicated and those blocks classed as C2 as 
Inferred.

SRK considers the quantity and quality of data that underpins 
the estimation and classification given to be appropriate for the 
categories used.

Additional Information
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Audits or reviews • The results of any audits or reviews of Mineral Resource 
estimates.

The work undertaken by SRK represents an audit of the Mineral 
Resource estimates derived by Uralkali. SRK considers the sample 
collection and assaying techniques to be appropriate for the style 
of geometry and style of mineralisation and the data is suitable 
for use in the Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimates.

The Russian State authority RosGeoFond also reviews reports 
on resources re-estimations (via the 5GR statement submitted 
annually by Uralkali). The Russian State Reserves Commission 
(GKZ) also undertakes audit and reviews of the resources 
statements.

Discussion of relative 
accuracy/ confidence

• Where appropriate a statement of the relative accuracy 
and confidence level in the Mineral Resource estimate 
using an approach or procedure deemed appropriate by the 
Competent Person. For example, the application of statistical or 
geostatistical procedures to quantify the relative accuracy of the 
resource within stated confidence limits, or, if such an approach 
is not deemed appropriate, a qualitative discussion of the 
factors that could affect the relative accuracy and confidence of 
the estimate.
• The statement should specify whether it relates to global 
or local estimates, and, if local, state the relevant tonnages, 
which should be relevant to technical and economic evaluation. 
Documentation should include assumptions made and the 
procedures used.
• These statements of relative accuracy and confidence of the 
estimate should be compared with production data, where 
available.

The Mineral Resource estimates have been prepared and 
classified in accordance with the Russian system of reporting 
resources and have been re-classified by SRK using the 
terminology and guidelines of the JORC Code (2012). 

The resource quantities should be considered as global estimates.

Five of the seven areas with Mineral Resources are operating 
mines and also have Ore Reserves declared. Uralkali undertakes 
annual reconciliations and SRK has used this information in 
deriving appropriate Modifying Factors for conversion to Ore 
Reserves (Refer to Section 4 below).

Section 3 Estimation and Reporting of Ore Reserves

Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Mineral Resource 
estimate for 
conversion to Ore 
Reserves

• Description of the Mineral Resource estimate used as a basis 
for the conversion to an Ore Reserve.
• Clear statement as to whether the Mineral Resources are 
reported additional to, or inclusive of, the Ore Reserves.

The Mineral Resource estimates as presented in Table 3 3 
and Table 3 4 of this report have been used as the basis for 
conversion to Ore Reserves as presented in Table 4 2 and Table 
4 3 respectively.

The Mineral Resources presented are inclusive of those Mineral 
Resources converted to Ore Reserves.

SRK has restricted the Ore Reserves to the material planned to 
mined during the next 20 years.

Site visits • Comment on any site visits undertaken by the Competent 
Person and the outcome of those visits.
• If no site visits have been undertaken indicate why this is the 
case.

SRK has undertaken an annual site visit since 2007 to the 
operating mines, processing plants and associated surface 
infrastructure facilities.

Study status • The type and level of study undertaken to enable Mineral 
Resources to be converted to Ore Reserves.
• The Code requires that a study to at least Pre-Feasibility 
Study level has been undertaken to convert Mineral Resources 
to Ore Reserves. Such studies will have been carried out and 
will have determined a mine plan that is technically achievable 
and economically viable, and that material Modifying Factors 
have been considered.

Berezniki Mines 2 and 4 and Solikamsk Mines 1, 2 and 3 are all 
operating mines and have a 20 year mine plan. SRK has verified 
that the mine plans are both technically and economically 
feasible for each mine.

Ust-Yayvinsky is currently under construction and has been the 
subject of Feasibility Studies to determine the technical and 
economic viability of this.

No Ore Reserves are declared for the Polovodovsky site.
Cut-off parameters • The basis of the cut-off grade(s) or quality parameters applied. Refer to Section 3 above.

Mineral Resources Review
CONTINUED

Additional Information
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Mining factors or 
assumptions

• The method and assumptions used as reported in the Pre-
Feasibility or Feasibility Study to convert the Mineral Resource to 
an Ore Reserve (i.e. either by application of appropriate factors by 
optimisation or by preliminary or detailed design).
• The choice, nature and appropriateness of the selected mining 
method(s) and other mining parameters including associated 
design issues such as pre-strip, access, etc.
• The assumptions made regarding geotechnical parameters (eg 
pit slopes, stope sizes, etc),grade control and pre-production 
drilling.
• The major assumptions made and Mineral Resource model 
used for pit and stope optimisation (if appropriate).
• The mining dilution factors used.
• The mining recovery factors used.
• Any minimum mining widths used.
• The manner in which Inferred Mineral Resources are utilised 
in mining studies and the sensitivity of the outcome to their 
inclusion.
• The infrastructure requirements of the selected mining 
methods.

All mines are operated by room and pillar methods using 
continuous miners which is a proven method for this type of 
deposit and has been used at these operations for many years.

The Modifying Factors applicable to the derivation of Ore Reserves 
comprise estimates for ore losses and planned and unplanned 
dilution associated with the separation of the ore and waste. This 
is normally a function of the orebody characteristics and mining 
methods selected. The Modifying Factors considered by SRK to be 
appropriate for the sylvinite and carnalite being mined at each of 
the assets are shown in Table 4 1 of this report. These have been 
derived by SRK from analysis of actual production data.

No Inferred Mineral Resources are included within the Mine Plan

Each mine requires access via shafts and is supported by 
appropriate surface infrastructure. 

A new shaft complex is currently under construction for the Ust-
Yayvinsky mine. 

Metallurgical factors 
or assumptions

• The metallurgical process proposed and the appropriateness 
of that process to the style of mineralisation.
• Whether the metallurgical process is well-tested technology 
or novel in nature.
• The nature, amount and representativeness of metallurgical 
test work undertaken, the nature of the metallurgical domaining 
applied and the corresponding metallurgical recovery factors 
applied.
• Any assumptions or allowances made for deleterious 
elements.
• The existence of any bulk sample or pilot scale test work and 
the degree to which such samples are considered representative 
of the orebody as a whole.
• For minerals that are defined by a specification, has the ore 
reserve estimation been based on the appropriate mineralogy to 
meet the specifications?

There are 6 processing facilities in operation to process the 
mined material from the various mining operations. These utilise 
existing and proven technology and have been operating for 
a number of years. This gives a high level of confidence in the 
assumed plant feed tonnages and recoveries to final product 
assumed in the 20 year mine plans.

Mined material from Ust-Yayvinsky will be processed in one of 
the existing processing facilities located in Berezniki.

Environmental • The status of studies of potential environmental impacts of 
the mining and processing operation. Details of waste rock 
characterisation and the consideration of potential sites, status 
of design options considered and, where applicable, the status 
of approvals for process residue storage and waste dumps 
should be reported.

Waste in the form of salt residue and slimes waste are disposed 
of in existing waste storage facilities and have remaining 
capacity and/or can be expanded as necessary.

Uralkali has confirmed that all environmental permits required 
for all current and future operations are in place. This includes 
permits related to: 
• Harmful (polluting) emissions into atmospheric air; 
• Discharges of polluting substances and micro-organisms into 
water bodies; 
• Resolutions regarding use of water bodies; 
• Documents establishing limits of wastes generation and 
wastes disposal.

When the validity of issued permits expires, new permits are 
obtained as required

Infrastructure • The existence of appropriate infrastructure: availability of land 
for plant development, power, water, transportation (particularly 
for bulk  commodities), labour, accommodation; or the ease with 
which the infrastructure can be provided, or accessed.

The area around the Berezniki and Solikamsk mines and 
processing facilities are serviced with adequate power, water, 
transportation and accommodation infrastructure for existing and 
planned future operations.

Additional Information
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Costs • The derivation of, or assumptions made, regarding projected 
capital costs in the study.
• The methodology used to estimate operating costs.
• Allowances made for the content of deleterious elements.
• The source of exchange rates used in the study.
• Derivation of transportation charges.
• The basis for forecasting or source of treatment and refining 
charges, penalties for failure to meet specification, etc.
• The allowances made for royalties payable, both Government 
and private.

Forecast operating costs are based on actual costs incurred and 
adjusted as required.

Project capital costs are derived on a project by project basis in-
house from first principles by a team of experienced engineers.

Revenue factors • The derivation of, or assumptions made regarding revenue 
factors including head grade, metal or commodity price(s) 
exchange rates, transportation and treatment charges, penalties, 
net smelter returns, etc.
• The derivation of assumptions made of metal or commodity 
price(s), for the principal metals, minerals and co-products.

For the purpose of the 20 year Business Plan, Uralkali assumes 
a long term commodity price of USD235/t (weighted average of 
domestic and export prices).

Market assessment • The demand, supply and stock situation for the particular 
commodity, consumption trends and factors likely to affect 
supply and demand into the future.
• A customer and competitor analysis along with the 
identification of likely market windows for the product.
• Price and volume forecasts and the basis for these forecasts.
• For industrial minerals the customer specification, testing and 
acceptance requirements prior to a supply contract.

Detailed analysis on demand, supply and stocks for the potash 
sector are widely available in the public domain.

Uralkali has been successfully producing and selling potash 
products for a number of years.

Economic • The inputs to the economic analysis to produce the net 
present value (NPV) in the study, the source and confidence of 
these economic inputs including estimated inflation, discount 
rate, etc.
• NPV ranges and sensitivity to variations in the significant 
assumptions and inputs.

Uralkali has produced a real terms 20 year Business Plan in USD 
for the existing operations and the new Ust-Yayvinsky mine and 
this has been reviewed by SRK to confirm the economic viability 
of the operations.

Forecast operating costs are based on operating experience 
and actual historical costs, adjusted as required.  Project capital 
costs have been derived from first principles in-house.

Social • The status of agreements with key stakeholders and matters 
leading to social licence to operate.

Uralkali’s social obligations are established by subsoil use terms 
and conditions (license agreements) to subsoil use licenses.  
Uralkali complies to the subsoil use terms and conditions 
established.

Other To the extent relevant, the impact of the following on the 
project and/or on the estimation and classification of the Ore 
Reserves:
• Any identified material naturally occurring risks.
• The status of material legal agreements and marketing 
arrangements.
• The status of governmental agreements and approvals critical 
to the viability of the project, such as mineral tenement status, 
and government and statutory approvals. There must be 
reasonable grounds to expect that all necessary Government 
approvals will be received within the timeframes anticipated 
in the Pre-Feasibility or Feasibility study. Highlight and discuss 
the materiality of any unresolved matter that is dependent on a 
third party on which extraction of the reserve is contingent.

The main technical risk to underground potash mines is through 
water ingress. Uralkali has historically closed two mines due to 
previous flooding incidents. Berezniki Mine 1 operated from 1954 
but flooded late in 2006 while Berezniki 3 operated from 1973 
until flooding in 1986.

Solikamsk-2 experienced water ingress in November 2014 and 
this has been taken into account of in the current Business Plan. 
Measures put in place by Uralkali in late 2014 and during 2015 
indicate this incident is currently under control.

Uralkali sells its product on both the domestic and international 
markets. The majority of sales are performed through off-take 
agreements with customers and these are typically renegotiated 
on an annual basis in terms of both quantity and price. Uralkali has 
an established marketing team that is responsible for all legal and 
marketing issues related to off-take agreements with customers.

The status of each Exploration and Mining Licence is summarised 
in Table 1 1 of this report. The licenses for the operating and 
development mines will expire within the term of the 20 year 
Business Plan, even though some of these mines are planned to 
continue operating beyond this time and have Mineral Resources 
and Ore Reserves to support this. SRK considers it reasonable to 
expect that Uralkali will obtain extensions to these licences in due 
course on application as long as it continues to fulfil its licence 
obligations.

Mineral Resources Review
CONTINUED

Additional Information
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary

Classification • The basis for the classification of the Ore Reserves into 
varying confidence categories.
• Whether the result appropriately reflects the Competent 
Person’s view of the deposit.
• The proportion of Probable Ore Reserves that have been 
derived from Measured Mineral Resources (if any).

SRK’s audited Ore Reserve statement is confined to those seams 
that are currently being considered for mining within the next 20 
years only.  

Specifically, SRK has classed that material reported as a Measured 
Mineral Resource, and which is planned to be exploited within 
the first ten years of the Business Plan, as a Proved Ore Reserve; 
and that material reported as an Indicated Mineral Resource, and 
which is planned to be exploited within the Business Plan, and 
also that material reported as a Measured Mineral Resource, but 
which is planned to be mined during the following 10 years of 
the Business Plan, as a Probable Ore Reserve. 

Audits or reviews • The results of any audits or reviews of Ore Reserve estimates. SRK has derived the Ore Reserve estimates presented in this 
report.

Discussion of relative 
accuracy/confidence

• Where appropriate a statement of the relative accuracy and 
confidence level in the Ore Reserve estimate using an approach 
or procedure deemed appropriate by the Competent Person. 
For example, the application of statistical or geostatistical 
procedures to quantify the relative accuracy of the reserve 
within stated confidence limits, or, if such an approach is not 
deemed appropriate, a qualitative discussion of the factors 
which could affect the relative accuracy and confidence of the 
estimate.
• The statement should specify whether it relates to global or 
local estimates, and, if local, state the relevant tonnages, which 
should be relevant to technical and economic evaluation.
• Documentation should include assumptions made and the 
procedures used.
• Accuracy and confidence discussions should extend to 
specific discussions of any applied Modifying Factors that may 
have a material impact on Ore Reserve viability, or for which 
there are remaining areas of uncertainty at the current study 
stage.
•  It is recognised that this may not be possible or appropriate 
in all circumstances. These statements of relative accuracy and 
confidence of the estimate should be compared with production 
data, where available.

SRK can confirm that the Ore Reserve defined in Table 4 2 and 
Table 4 3 of this report, for sylvinite and carnalite respectively, 
have been derived from the resource blocks provided to SRK and 
incorporate sufficient estimates for ore losses and dilution based 
on actual historical data. 

The break-even price required to support this statement is 
between USD60-75/tonne in January 2016 terms and based 
on current expectation of inflation and exchange rates. This 
is calculated as the price required to cover all cash operating 
costs excluding distribution. Finally, SRK can also confirm that 
no Inferred Mineral Resources have been converted to Ore 
Reserves.

The large difference between SRK’s audited Mineral Resource 
statement and its audited Ore Reserve statement is partly a 
function of the relatively low mining recovery inherent in the 
Room and Pillar mining method employed. It is also partly 
a function of the fact that SRK has limited the Ore Reserve 
statement to that portion of the Mineral Resource on which an 
appropriate level of technical work has been completed. In this 
case this relates to the period covered by the remaining 20 years 
of Uralkali’s Business Plan.

Notwithstanding this, SRK considers that the actual life of some 
of the mines will extend beyond the current 20 year period 
covered by the Business Plan. 

Additional Information
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Glossary

BBT Baltic Bulk Terminal, St. Petersburg, Russia

Berezniki-1, 2, 3, 4 Potash production units in Berezniki

Bushel A unit of dry measure in England (equal to 36.3 litres) and in the USA (equal to 35.2 
litres); in agricultural commodity markets, bushel corresponds to a different weight, 
depending on the product type

EGM Extraordinary General Meeting

GDR Global Depositary Receipt

AGM Annual General Meeting

The Group PJSC Uralkali, its subsidiaries and affiliates

US$ US dollar

Carnallite A hydrated potassium magnesium chloride with formula KMgCl3 х 6H2O

Headframe A structural frame above an underground mine shaft

KPI Key Performance Indicator

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

LSE London Stock Exchange

IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards

Mln Million

Bln Billion

Moscow Exchange Moscow Exchange Group, Russia

Soil subsidence A section of the earth's surface, at which, under the influence of underground mineral 
mining, shifts (horizontal and vertical) and deformations (inclination, curvature, tension, 
compression) occurred

VAT Value added tax

GMS General Meeting of Shareholders

HSE Health, Safety and Environment

LS Labour Safety

IS Industrial Safety

RAFP Russian Association of Fertiliser Producers

RAS Russian Accounting Standards

RUB Russian rouble, RF

ICS Internal Control System

CIS Commonwealth of Independent States

Solikamsk-1, 2, 3 Potash production units in Solikamsk

RMICS Risk Management and Internal Control System

thous. thousand

Tubbing Prefabricated fastening element for underground structures (tunnels, shafts, etc.)

FAS Federal Antimonopoly Service of the Russian Federation

Additional Information

Glossary
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BBT Baltic Bulk Terminal, St. Petersburg, Russia

Berezniki-1, 2, 3, 4 Potash production units in Berezniki

Bushel A unit of dry measure in England (equal to 36.3 litres) and in the USA (equal to 35.2 
litres); in agricultural commodity markets, bushel corresponds to a different weight, 
depending on the product type

EGM Extraordinary General Meeting

GDR Global Depositary Receipt

AGM Annual General Meeting

The Group PJSC Uralkali, its subsidiaries and affiliates

US$ US dollar

Carnallite A hydrated potassium magnesium chloride with formula KMgCl3 х 6H2O

Headframe A structural frame above an underground mine shaft

KPI Key Performance Indicator

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

LSE London Stock Exchange

IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards

Mln Million

Bln Billion

Moscow Exchange Moscow Exchange Group, Russia

Soil subsidence A section of the earth's surface, at which, under the influence of underground mineral 
mining, shifts (horizontal and vertical) and deformations (inclination, curvature, tension, 
compression) occurred

VAT Value added tax

GMS General Meeting of Shareholders

HSE Health, Safety and Environment

LS Labour Safety

IS Industrial Safety

RAFP Russian Association of Fertiliser Producers

RAS Russian Accounting Standards

RUB Russian rouble, RF

ICS Internal Control System

CIS Commonwealth of Independent States

Solikamsk-1, 2, 3 Potash production units in Solikamsk

RMICS Risk Management and Internal Control System

thous. thousand

Tubbing Prefabricated fastening element for underground structures (tunnels, shafts, etc.)

FAS Federal Antimonopoly Service of the Russian Federation

Additional Information

СDP Carbon Disclosure Project

CFR Cost and Freight, title transfers when goods pass the rail of the ship in the port of 
shipment

COSO ERM Enterprise Risk Management Integrated Framework developed by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission

CUSIP Committee on Uniform Security Identification Procedures

EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization; throughout the report 
EBITDA means adjusted EBITDA that does not include one-off expenses

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization

FCA Free Carrier, title transfers when goods are loaded on the first carrier (railway carriages)

Fertecon Fertiliser Economic Market Analysis and Consultancy, UK, provider of market information 
and analysis of the fertiliser market

FIFR Work related fatal injury frequency rate

FMB Fertiliser Market Bulletin, FMB Limited, UK

FOB Free On Board, title to goods transfers as soon as goods are loaded on the ship

FSU Former Soviet Union

GRI Global Reporting Initiative

IFA International Fertilizer Industry Association, France

IPNI International Plant Nutrition Institute, USA

ISIN International Securities Identification Number

JORC Joint Ore Reserves Committee standards for public reporting on mineral resources and 
mineral (ore) reserves, Australia

K Potassium, chemical element

K2O Potassium oxide

KCl Potassium chloride (1 KCl=1.61 K2O)

LDR Lost days rate

LTIFR Lost time injury frequency rate

MSCI Russia Morgan Stanley Capital International Russia Index

NPK Nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium fertiliser

TSR Total shareholder return
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Disclaimer

This Annual Report has been prepared on the basis of the information available to the Public Joint Stock Company Uralkali and its 
subsidiaries (hereinafter, Uralkali) as at the date hereof. This Annual Report contains forward looking statements. All forward looking 
statements contained herein and all subsequent oral or written forward looking statements attributable to Uralkali or any persons acting on 
its behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements below. All statements included in this Annual Report, other 
than statements of historical facts, may be forward looking statements. Words such as “forecasts”, “believes”, “expects”, “intends”, “plans”, 
“prediction”, “will”, “may”, “should”, “could”, “anticipates”, “estimates”, “seeks”, “considers”, “assumes”, “continues”, “strives”, “projects”, or any 
expression or word with similar meaning or the negative thereof, usually indicate the forward looking nature of the statement. Forward 
looking statements may include statements relating to Uralkali’s operations, financial performance, earnings, economic indicators, results 
of operation and production activities, dividend policies, capital expenditures, as well as trends relating to commodity prices, production 
and consumption volumes, costs, expenses, development prospects, useful lives of assets, reserves, the commencement and completion 
dates of certain production projects, and the acquisition, liquidation or disposal of certain entities, and other similar factors and economic 
projections with respect to Uralkali’s business, as well as the industry and markets in which it operates. Forward looking statements are 
not guarantees of future performance. They involve numerous assumptions regarding the present and future strategies of Uralkali and 
the environment in which it operates and will operate in the future and involve a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and 
other factors that could cause Uralkali’s or its industry’s actual results, levels of activity, performance or achievements to be materially 
different from any future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. 
Uralkali provides no assurance whatsoever that its or its industry’s actual results, levels of activity, performance or achievements will be 
consistent with the future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements expressed or implied by any forward looking statements 
contained in this Annual Report or otherwise. Uralkali accepts no responsibility for any losses whatsoever that may result from any person’s 
reliance on any such forward looking statements. Except where required by applicable law, Uralkali expressly disclaims any obligation or 
undertaking to disseminate or publish any updates or amendments to forward looking statements to reflect any change in expectations or 
new information or subsequent events, conditions or circumstances.

Additional Information

Disclaimer

Uralkali 2016 Annual Report Approval

D.V. Osipov  
CEO

This Uralkali Annual Report was approved by Uralkali Board of Directors on 12 April 2017 (Minutes of the Board of Directors No333 
dated 12 April 2017).

The Uralkali Revision Commission has confirmed the accuracy of the data included in this Annual Report.

A.V. Orlova 
Chief Accountant
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Additional Information

Contacts

Auditor
ZAO Deloitte & Touche CIS
Address: 5 Lesnaya Street, Moscow,  
Russian Federation, 125047 
Tel: +7 (495) 787-06-00

Registrar
Joint Stock Company Independent VTB Registrar  
Аddress: 23 Pravdy Street, Moscow,  
Russian Federation, 127015 
Tel: +7 (495) 787-44-83 
Fax: +7 (499) 257-17-00 
E-mail: info@vtbreg.ru 
Website: http:// www.vtbreg.ru/

Perm branch:
Address: 94 Sibirskaya Street, Perm,  
Russian Federation, 614002 
(entrance from Belinskogo Street) 
Tel: +7 (342) 257-57-61,  
+7 (342) 257-57-62

Operating licence to maintain share register:
Licence number: 045-13970-000001 
Date of issue: 21.02.2008. 
Date of expiry: Perpetual 
Issuing authority: Federal Financial Markets 
Service of the Russian Federation

Depository Bank 
The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation 
101 Barclay Street, 22nd Floor 
New York 
NY 10286 
United States of America

Olena Smirnova
Customer Relations Manager 
BNY Mellon Depositary Receipts 
Tel: +1 (212) 815-25-10

IR Contacts
Veronika Kryachko
Head of Investor Relations and Capital Markets 
Tel: +7 (495) 730-23-71 
E-mail: Ir@msc.uralkali.com

Media Contacts
Andrey Sidorov
Head of Public Relations

Filipp Gritskov
Head of Media Relations 
Tel: +7 (495) 730-23-71 
E-mail: pr@msc.uralkali.com
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